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system, (d) marine engines; auto and ing )o a
of the InLondon
LlnyJ Georgo deor made.
dispatch from Vienna via soldiers, including three who were lumbia, as he may select for the pur- appointed Under Secretary
motor truck driver, baker, bnnd Inhimself in the House of Comand
fended
Under
Jules
such
and
all
Ceis,
terior,
agents,
Deputy
agencies,
pose,
in
The
for
Registrant who falls to submit quesexcellent
L'Information,
Geneva,
killed,
qualities
printed
military
tionnaire nnd In respect of whom no strument, barber, blucksmith (a) help- grand duke, it was declared, had ar- and for bravery displayed In the re- officers and departments are hereby Secretary of War, specially charged mons against the first serious attack
deferred classification is claimed or er (b) forger; boatman, boilerinaker, rived at Kaledine's headquarters at cent trench raid.
granted full authority for all acts done with questions concerning the sub- bis administration has faced, and so
bookkeeper, butcher, canvas worker, Kharkoff and offered his services.
far as the commons Is concerned his
made.
The general specially cited in the by them in the execution of this reg- marine warfare,
cabinetmak(h)
defense seemed highly successful.
All registrants not Included In any carpenter (n) brigde,
The general "gave the grand duke order of the day Corporal James ulation when acting by the direction
Inchemical
er,
(c) house, (d) ship;
other division In this schedule.
command of the Cossacks and prom- Gresham and Privates Merle D. Hay of the attorney general, and after the STORAGE POULTRY TO BE SOLD. The prime minister's admirers call It
dustry worker, clerical worker, con- ised to
a triumph. The attack was focused
CLASS 2.
restore the monarchy and pro- and Thomas F. Enright "who died date fixed by the attorney general for Before
crete
cook,
dentist,
worker, contractor,
no enemy alien
Married man with children or father
Thanksgiving 1,769,196 Pounds upon two points the character of the
with such registration
in
claim
the
duke
accordfighting
regent,"
grand
bravely
draftsman
architectur(a)
of Turkeys Must Be Sold.
of motherless children where such wife detective,
war council which the premier anthe enemy who had penetrated the shall be found within the limits of the
ing to the Vienna version.
New York. Drastic action ordered nounced in Paris and the condemnaor children or such motherless chil- al (b) mechanical, (c) topographlcul
United States, its territories or poswere
first
line."
Soldiers
streets
fhe
parading
Instruments
electrician
(a)
dren are not mainly dependent upon druggist,
sessions without having his registra- by the food administration may great tion of the allies' past strategy, which
of Pelrograd hearing banners stating
his labor for siiiort for the reason repair, (b) motors and dynamos, (c)
ly cheapen the price of frozen poultry ne nronounced in his Paris speech.
tion card' on his person."
includ"Russia
Nineteen
not
want
does
that
men,
Washington.
separate
that there nre other reasonably certain outside work, (d) wiring; engineer,
The restrictions were imposed on to tne consumer, The order directs:
of
armed
the
six
members
a
naval
und
constitution
ing
chempeace"
demanding
graduate, (a) automotive, (b)
1 The immediate sale of all poul
sources of adequate support (excludRome, Nov. 19. The armies of Italy
al assembly for all Russia, and de guard, probably lost their lives when free travel in the following sections:
ical, (c) civil, (d) electrical, (e) meing earnings or possible earnings from
"An alien enemy shall not change try in storage from last year to avoid are making a stand along the Plave
was
Rochester
the
American
the
Nicholas
that
facsteamship
claring
regime
the labor of the wife) available, and chanical, (f) mining, (g) sanitary;
food
for
under
or
the
penalty
hoarding
river. They have thrown back masses
was torpedoed in the war zone Nov. 2. his place of abode or occupation
never so tyrannical as that of the
that the removal of the registrant will tory worker, farmer, furrier,
otherwise travel or move from place United States war act.
of
troops that have
forest ranger, foundry man (a)
not deprive such dependent of support.
2
The
sale
of
of
1,769,198 pounds
been hurled against them in an effort
BOLSHEVIKI CONTROL MOSCOW. to place without full compliance with
Married
Copenhagen. The Berlin corresman,
without children, core maker and molder, (h) fur mice
frozen
before
turkeys
Thanksgiving. to break the line, which has not been
any such regulations as the attorney
whose wife, although the registrant Is man ; grocer, guard, gunsmith, harness-pinke- pondent of fhe National Tldende
3 The sale of a similar amount of
breached at any point.
Two Loyal Forces Reported Ready to general of the United States may from
horseshoer,
the
laborer,
German
learns
horseman,
that
in
a
government
useful
engaged
occupation, is not
time to time make and declare; and frozen turkeys before New Year.
The invaders for a week have been
Battle Radicals.
(b)
indireceived
lineman,
an
has
information
(n)
telegraph,
lawyer,
by
4
The sale of all poultry now In.
mainly dependent upon his labor for
the attorney general is hereby auto force the Italian defenses on
19.
Nov.
trying
Peace
has
been
locksmith,
rect
Maximalroute
Petrograd,
longshoreman,
Russian
the
that
telephone;
for
the
reason that the wife
support,
thorized to make and declare from cold storage before March 1, 1918.
the piave, but have been unsuccesslumberman, machinist (u) drill press, ist government has declared Russia definitely declared In Moscow with time to time such
Is skilled In some special class of work
275
from
warehouses ful, and the Italian army seems to
Reports
regulations concern(b) general mechanic, (c) grinding out of the war. lie adds a long statewhich she Is physically able to perform
victory for the Bolshevik!. The white
the movements of alien enemies throughout the country revealed
ing
have been strengthened during that
and
likemiller
has
been
and
inlathe,
machine,
(e)
(d)
on
disarmed,
the
to
In
situation
guard
ment
and
which she Is employed, or in
military
as he may deem necessary In the
pounds of frozen poultry now time. Hundreds of Austrian and Gers
dicate that the entente might as well wise the military cadets. Two
which there Is an Immediate opening planer, (f) toolmnker; mason, mern
Of
this
3,538,393
storage.
and
and
lor
pounds
the
public safety,
man soldiers have been captured In
chant, millwright, miner (a) digging give up all hope of defeating Germany
of the red guard, en route from premises
for her under conditions that will ento provide in such regulations for consist of turkeys, or 242 per cent the last repulse and tweuty-sevemaable her to support herself decently and loading, (h) drill, (c) explosives, and conn; to terms with the central Petrograd to Moscow to support the
more
were
than
in
or
storage
turkeys
other
periodical
chine guns taken.
(d) timbering, (e) track laying; mov- powers.
Bolshevik! soldiers there, have been monthly,of weekly
and without suffering or hardship.
last
to
year.
alien enemies
federal.
report
In Flanders the British have pushed
The whole dispatch gives the im- stopped, and at the same time rail- state
Necessary skilled farm laborer In ing picture expert, nurse, puinter (a)
or local authorities, and all alien
further north on Goeberg Bpur, northhouse, (b) sign, (c) scene; pattern
necessary agricultural enterprise.
pression of having been carefully pre- way telegraph reports indicate that enemies shall report at the times and Hunger Halts Russian Civil Strife. west
of Passchendaele, and captured a
Necessary skilled Industrial laborer maker, physician, plasterer, plumbing pared officially for the correspondent the Cossacks are making progress places and to the authorities fixed in
London. The food problem in Rus- strongly fortified redoubt.
trades, policeman, printer, quarrymun, and may be regarded as a feeler.
In necessary Industrial enterprise.
northward, and that the Belshevlki such
sia suddenly has become more pressregulations."
Germans report the capture ot 800
railroad mnn (a) construction, (b)
are In panic in consequence of their
CLASS 3.
ing than the question of revolution or Italians in the Monte Prassolyn drive.
Man with dependent children (not operation, (c) maintenance, (d) re
near
approach.
FOUR TEUTON DRIVES BEATEN.
CONGRESSMEN ON DANGER LINE.
not only in PetroThe British troops in Palestine axe
his own), bnt toward whom he stands pair; railwuy motorman, rigger (a)
Other reports of a new army com
grad and Moscow, but also at the giving the Turks no rest Jaffa has
bridge, (b) building, (c) ship; salesIn relation of parent
elements
various
of
the
from
posed
in
Sudden
Burst
German
of
to
Caught
from
front,
s
according
telegrams
Rush to Death in Fu- front and the
been captured by them, the Ottoman
Man with dependent aged or Infirm man, sawmill man, seafaring man,
vanguard of which is
Machine-GuFire Near Dixmude.
Petrograd, Moscow and Odessa. The forces offering no resistance.
sheet metal worker (a) copper, (b)
It Is
tile Piave Attacks.
said to be close to Gatchina, have sent
parents.
of
famine
to
have
specter
appears
Iron, (c) tin; shipbuilder, shoemuker,
Turks are in retireMan with dependent helpless brotha new thrill through the city. If the
in Belgium. Five done more than the force of armies to stated that the
Front
British
21.
Nov.
the
Between
Brenta
Rome,
stableman, steam engineer (a) motive,
ment northward.
ers or sister.
to be credited, the aim of members of the party of American
and the Plave rivers, on the northern reports are
about quiet.
(b) stationary ; stenographer,
The German naval forces encounIs to release the city congressmen and private citizens who bring
new
County or municipal officer.
force
the
structural Iron and steel workfront of the Italian theater, the Italtered by British light war craft in
Highly trained fireman or policeman,
from the control of the Bolshevik!, visited the Belgian war zone had a
Bonds
to
$97.66.
Liberty
Drop
the North sea Saturday were forced
at least three years In service of mu- er, student, surveyor, tuilor, teacher, ians are tenaciously holding back the According to some versions, M. Ker narrow escape from death or
injury
New York. Liberty bonds of the to seek a haven of safety under the
teamster, telegrapher, telephone opera- enemy and preventing his advance
nicipality.
is returning with the army.
were
ensky
in
sudden
when
a
they
caught
4 per cent issue dropped again- to new
tor, telephone repairman, tile man, southward to the Venetian plain, the
Necessary customhouse clerk.
protection of their battle fleets and
The formation of a democratic con burst of German machine-gufire low levels on the stock
behind the mine fields of Helgoland.
exchange
Necessary employee of United States typewriter, veterinary, watchman, wel- gaining of which would threaten their gress of workmen's and soldiers' dele while
trenchfront
line
inspecting the
Nov. 19. A block of $100,000 par
In transmission of the malls.
der, acetylene, etc. ; wheelwright, wireentire line along the Piave river south- gates, to which it is proposed that all es near Dixmude. The Americans in value sold at the
less
operator.
98.
at
The
Italian Headquarters In Northern
opening
Necessary artificer or workman In
ward to the Adriatic sea. Four times Socialist governments shall be respon- danger were Congressman C. C. Dill
fell to 97.55.
United States armory or arsenal.
Many Questions Asked.
Italv, Nov. 17. The floodgates of the
Monte Toinba, the sible, is under discussion by the Rail- of Spokane, Wash., Congressman price subsequently
attacks
against
Piave and Sile, or Old Piave, rivers
Necessary employee In service of
Persons claiming exemption on the chief
position still blocking the way way Men's Union, the committee on Charles B. Timberlake of Colorado,
United States.
ground of being aliens are nsked to from the hilly country to the plain, safety, Bolsheviki leaders and the Congressman John F. Miller of Seat- Premier's Resignation Not Accepted. have been opened by Italian military
Necessnry assistant, associate or give the date of their birth, their birth- have
P e k 1 n g. President Feng Kwo- - engineers and the enemy is now faced
town duma.
been repulsed. East of the
tle, Wash., Congressman Albert Johnhired manager of necessary agriculplace, the time of their entrance to this
Chang has refused to accept the res by another Yser of inundation.
the
son
Italians
of
and
former
are
RepreWashington
plateau
keeping
tural enterprise.
r 'lie name of the vessel upon
Labor Places Nation's Need First
sentative Stout of Montana. Nobody ignation of Premier Tuan
their offensive against the invadNecessary highly specialized techniwhich they entered and their compan-- i up
German Aviators Again Raid Nancy.
N.
Y.
Union
labor
its
ers
was
more
and
have
Buffalo,
300
taken
than
put
hit, but it was one of those pecal or mechanical expert of necessary
Gen. Maude of British Army Dead.
iiey are ulso asked. "Are you
Paris. German airmen raided Nanprisoners and a number of machine stamp of approval on the attitude ot culiar freaks of fortune which soldiers
Industrial enterprise.
counto
native
to
return
your
willing
London. Gen. Maude, British com cy again, the war office announced.
Samuel Gompers, president of the call luck, because the shots came In
guns and several hundred rifles.
Necessary assistant or associate try and enter its military servicer'
mander in Mesopotamia, died after a There were no casualties among the
The British rapidly are encircling American Federation of Labor, in a shower.
manager of necessary Industrial enterClaimants for exemption on grounds
brief illness.
with President
civilian population.
in their Palestine cam- working
prise.
of dependency must answer a series Jerusalem
Wilson and placing the nation above Militants Get Six Days to Six Months.
now
their
having
paign,
brought
CLASS 4.
ii' thirty-onquestions, supported by
Clemenceau Heads New Cabinet
forces to points twelve miles north- all other considerations in questions
Thirty-onMan whose wife or children are affidavits of the
Woman's
Police Break Up Pacifist Meeting.
Washington.
dependents. These
Former Premier Clemen
Paris.
The police
Zurich, Switzerland.
mainly dependent on his labor for questions are most Intimate, seeking a west and fifteen miles west of the Involving the working man's part in Party suffragists were sentenced to
a vigorous prosecution of the war terms of from six days to six months ceau has agreed to form a new cab were obliged to use their sabers to
support
declaration of the exact amount of ancient city.
In jail for picketing the White House. inet.
Mariner actually employed in sea money contributed to the support of
against Germany.
break up a pacifist manifestation hero.
service of citizen or merchant In the the dependent each month. Each reg- Rush Men and Ships Lloyd George.
London.
Premier
George
Refuses to Treat for Peace.
Ask Death for Mrs. D Saullea,
United States.
Villa Heads Mexican Revolt
Wilson Demands United War Action.
istrant must also declare the amount told members of the Lloyd
American war
Tex. Francisco Villa left
Necessary sole managing, controlMlneola, L. I. The death penalty
Germany has refused
Petrograd.
of his income for the past twelve
Presidio,
London. Col. Edward M. House,
the
British
with
cab
mission,
meeting
or
solfor
Bianca
de
for
to
head
beautiful
Mrs.
new
treat
ling
of necessary months and the amount of bis proppeace with the
directing
Saulles,
Ojlnaga and is making an exploration
head of the American mission, has reof
the
Russia
and
that
inet,
collapse
was
Chilean heiress,
demanded by tour of the country to the south and diers' and workmen's government in ceived a cablegram from President
agricultural enterprise.
If a regiserty, real and personal.
reverses of Italy, "made it even the
Necessary sole managing, controltrant owns a house he must state the
prosecution at the opening of her southeast to ascertain if Gen. Murguia response to a recent proposal, accord- Wilson stating emphatically that the
more
United
that
the
imperative
or
ling
trial on a charge of murdering her or other federal commanders are in ing to the newspapers here, which United States government considers
directing heud of necessary
Vt he rents it and If so how
send as many troops as pos- husband, John
Industrial enterprise.
much rent he receives. Encumbrances States
Longer de Saullea, for the district with bodies of troops. publish this news as coming from a that unity of plan and control beacross
sible
the
Atlantic
as
as
early
CLASS S.
mer Yale football star.
source.
From a border attack by Villa's smali
tween all the allies and the United
,i..n property must be declared, as possible."
Officers
legislative, executive or well as the amount of taxes paid in
band, the situation here has suddenly
States is essential in order to achieve
Judicial of the United States or of the past year. "Has your wife ever
Two Americana Slain at Front.
developed into a nation-wid- e
political Y. M. C. A. $35,000,000 Fund Raised. a just and permanent peace. Presiof I.W.W.
Begin
Roundup
state, territory or District of Colum- 'een employed?" Is one question askWashington. Two American sol movement and Villa now is believed
Dispatches from New York an- dent Wilson emphasizes the fact that
Kansas City. Federal authorities
bia.
ed.
"Is your wife trained or skill-i- l begin a roundup of I.W.W. agitators diers were killed and six wounded In to be heading the most formidable nounced that the $35,000,000 wa'r this unity must be accomplished If the
an engagement Nov. 13, Gen. Persh- revolutionary movement in Mexico fund of the Y. M. C. A. has been fully
In any calling?" "Do you or your in the Middle West.
Regular or duly ordained minister
great resources of the United States
of religion.
wife live with ber parents?"
ing reported.
since the Madero movement started
raised.
are to he used to the beat advantage.
Wyoming Ranchmen Killed by Train.
in
Direct
to
Alaskan
Revolt
Thrift
Ecuador
Crushed.
Knight
Ship Wrecked; All Saved.
Wyoming.
Ask Train for American Colony.
Douglas. George Cope and John
the burning time has to be determined
Making Shrapnel.
Washington. H. G. Knight of LaraSan Francisco, Calif., Nov. 19. The
Guayaquil, Ecuador. The revolution
Were the average layman able to on each lot of powder. This formerly Lefler, Converse county ranchmen,
The American embassy at
London.
of
Drum
N.
San Franout several days ago Is Alaska Steamship Company's steamer mie and John
to a Reuter disf
grasp the staggering complexities of required one and
according
Petrograd,
hours; now were killed by a passenger train on which broke
were
cisco
appointed as state direcchemical and mechanical details. In- It takes five minutes. Likewise, the the Northwestern road at Irvine cross- a small one and is confined to several Mariposa, one ot the finest vessels on
patch, has requested that a train be
tors
of
and
Calinorthern
Wyoming
The
volved In the making of a shrapnel
government the Alaska run, was wrecked on Straits
time consumed In blending powders ing, eight miles east of Douglas, when unimportant Tillages.
provided to convey 200 members of
fornia, respectively, for the govern- the
hell he would be amazed.
American colony in Petrograd to
For In- has been reduced from 16 hours to 15 they drove a team on the track ahead announce that It will take prompt Island, Sumner Sound, southeastern ment's
war
savings
campaign.
crush
the
to
revolt
steps
stance, 170 sages are required to
Harbin.
of the train.
minutes. Popular Science Monthly.
Alaska, according to advices received
the combination time and
by the Chamber of Commerce here. John W. Foster, Noted Diplomat, Dead
U. 8. Soldier Attacked Woman; 8hot It waa said all of the
fuse for
Inch
New Premier Read Declaration.
He Knew the Place.
Rail Worker Ask Pay Increase.
ship's 265 pas
Washington. John W. Foster, forShrapnel. The powder nsed must have
Paris. Premier Clemenceau read to
Washington. An American soldier sengers were landed safely. The pas- mer minister to China, dean of the
Railway Porter Look here, where
New York. Demands for wag
the correct burning time or the ex- are yon going with that ax
Chamber of Deputies the minia- - Of Gen. Pershing's force found guilty sengers were taken to Wrangell by American diplomatic corps and father-in-laaveraging 40 per cent are Inof the rape and mur- two other Teasels. It was intimated
plosion will occur too soon or too late.
Passenger Keep cool, young man;
of Secretary Lansing, died here volved in a secret vote being taken
declaration which has been a by
It la Impossible to obtain two pow-ler-a we stop for sandwiches at the vest
exeof
Frenchwoman
baa
been
der
that the Mariposa would be a total after a long Illness. He at one time by conductor and brakemen ea aB
1 bv the new cabinet
with the same burning Urna. hence tattoo
cuted or a firing squad.
loss.
waa secretary ot state
railroad In the United Slates.
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TRAPPING

MOLES FOR PELTS PROFITABLE

LATE

MARKET

D

QUOTATIONS

the Boys hOui

Western Newspaper Union News Servlct.
DK.WKII MAIIKUTS.

...

Cuttle.
Oram steers, good to ch. . , .11.000 12. SO
(iiuus steers, fair to good. ,10.U0H 11.00
7.75W 8.75
Heifers, prime
Cows, grassers, good to ch. 7.4"' 8.50
Cows, grassers, fair to good 6.6in 7.25
Cows, caniK-rand cutters.. 6.00 p 6 40
. H.00M 10.00
Veal calves
.
Bulis
.00i)' 7.25
Feeders, good to choice , . 10.2541 1.60
.S0Sr 10.25
Feeders, fair to good . . . ,
Feeders, common to fair . 8.00IUI V.50
. 8.00 4," B.00
Htockers, Rood to choice
mockers, fair to good . . . .50 7.76
I'oiis.
Good hogs
.17.00 17.70
s

1

'

,

4

,
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AMERICAN MOLES HAVE FINER PELT8 THAN EUROPEAN ANIMALS

Sheep,

'

Of course there will be a
"real feed," with turkey
and everything, wherever
it's possible on land or sea.
And at the naval training
station riiere will be special
doings to help the lonely
rlads forget to be homesick

hJ tar

-:

v-

-

(Prepared by the United States Depart- will be more or less hindered by snows Umln
.165
ment of Agriculture.)
......18.onrail7.2r
and by freezing weather. Moles are Ewes . lambs
.
S. r&'i, 10.25
The trapping of moles for ttiejr pelts active all winter, however, and fre teener awes
7.6urtf 8.50
am.'!.
P'-vjlO.tlO
lO.OOlu
Wethers
should be found profitable In the Unit- quently have been caught along
ed States as.lt has been In Europe,
fence rows and in the deeper
UAV AM
MAIIKUT.
vTBpevuiiijr Biuce swuiu species ui Amer
runways of open fields when the
F. O. B,Denver, Carload Trice.)
ican moles, are larger and have finer ground was frozen so hard as to ne
liar.
pelts than the European animals, cessitate the use of a pick In Retting
Buying I'riees per Ton.
which furnish the bulk of the world's trops.
Colo, upland, per toii
24.00&' 26.00L.
1.8.00'U 21.00
upiand, per ton
supply of moleskins. Moles are al
The fur of the mole Is perhups at INeur.
Prairie tiay (new
ready trapped In many places In the Its best In the winter season, but It Is
anil Neur., per tun. .20.0t4j'2200
G.
By
CKWJ&L
, iSi.uiKiaSS.00.
United States for the purpose of rid classed as prime in midsummer also. Timothy, per- ion ...
Allatt'a (new crop)' per ton zo.OOfty2z.00
ding the community of their destruc Less seasonal variation is found In South l'urk,
25.uow2ti.uO
ton
p,r
4.
tive practices; and since the skins the condition of the fur of this bur Gunnison Vaney, per tun. .24.9011 '25.00
T.00
More thein S0O yemn gi John Aldrn and hU Utile
are of considerable value, they niny rowing mammal than In that of the Straw, per ton t.raln.
band of 1'urJtan fulluMrra In Nw K ok land uaaiird a
! knew that
I er rib tt yrar of famine and
well be saved and marketed or used
nrarly wiped
animals that live mainly Oats, Ntilir., 100 11m.. Inlying
2.15
uut the rultiny. Hut the pendulum iwudi.
Health
2.15
In this way an Industry may be devel- aboveground.
Colo, oats, hulk, buying
The
were
IrarlnK
('(indt.luns
Improved.
(
enlarged.
Nevertheless, during Coin
4.14
Hack,
druuth broke. tJood (Top were rained. A bountiful
oped which will result In the produc- the molting periods In spring and fall Corn cnop.
in sack, selling
tinrteat waa stored acainat the winter. And then the
...,.4.10
IM (Trillin turned their thuuht
tion of berutiful and valuable gar there Is a deterioration In the value of Uruii, Colo., per lou IUh., sclllnt;. . 1.J0
to tiod. Their heart a
el li d In icaieftilneia.
hey appointed a day for
ments or articles of adornment.
the mole's fur. Skins are considered
thanknirlvlnfr.
Kvery
slnee, when the
year
fiubllc
'lour.
tiaa been gathered, the people of the lulled
To catch the mole requires the use marketable no matter at what season
til a lea bate t bier red Tbankajclvlns day alnee 1865
.5.05
....
tent
Hungarian
pi,
to
and
of specially designed traps,
on the laat Thursday In November.
of the year they are taken, but clear,
The following
arllt le concern bar the observance of the day In the
imii i.tiiy.
capture It for Its fur requires the use prime pelts commund the better prices.
iiii:sni:)
navy this
WM prepared by m direct descendant
l
10
ess
commission.
cent
of John Aldrn.
of a trap that will not injure the pelt.
per
Mole Traps.
22 to 24
It may be taken as easily as any other
In Europe a great many moles are Springs
1
32 m 24
d. p
fumy
Alt from their homes, perhaps for
small mammal and the pelt secured taken by means of
20 ((l 2S
e
turns
snaring Turkeys, olrl
the first time In their young lives,
20 (il 22
choice
may be made to more than repay the devices. The trappers there nlso miike Turkeys,
22
20
Hens,
many thousands of young American
trouble nnd time expended in ridding use of both wooden and metal traps I'll' ks, fancy
24
to
22
yountj
sailors will forget on Thanksgiving
IS to 20
a lawn, garden or field of a nuisance.
that are cheap and of simple Con (Jeese
12
IU 14
ltooslers
day all of the serious business of
Moleskins In the Trade.
struction. All types of mole traps In
wnr.
Thoughts will be of home.
l.lve I'miltry.
Moleskin gorments have been fash- common use in America are made of
It will be a day of meditation for
ionable in this country, particularly metal and depend for their operation SpringsPrices net K.tj.M. Denver.)
16
4(17
the men of the great fleets which
to n
13
In the larger eartern cities, for several on the same sort of trapping device
liens, fancy, lb
s to' 10
arc
lb
itoosteis,
aiding the allied nations in exIt
consider
and
dealers
a trigger pan designed to rest on an Uroilers, lb
fur
yenrs,
22 to 24
Prus.slnnlsm from the
terminating
24
26
to
10
or
over
mole
lbs.
pelts obstruction produced in the mole's Turkeys.
probable that undressed
be America's first
will
It
earth.
19
to 21
Ilucks,
yullllg
a
to
hove
will continue Indefinitely
runway when the trup Is set. The trap tleese
in
,.,
In this great world war. At the
Thanksgiving
market value, the value fluctuating, Is sprung when the mole follows Its
training stations, on the ships which patrol the
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EDITORIAL CLIPPINGS

New Mexico State Record

From New Mexico War News

Published by
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THE OTHER

FELLOW

SAYS UNITY OF PURPOSE

The kaiser's drive into Italy seems
to have bought him little. It is doubtful if it even will enable him to retain what little encouraging effect
it gave "the floks at home", after
Main's latest drive is learned of beyond the Rhine. One hundred and
sixty square miles of territory takem
from the lentous lit France in one
drive! That ought to make a dent
in the German mrale. at home and
Las Vegas Optic.
on the front.

IS

ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL
GREAT LEADERS DECLARE

PREDATORY ANIMALS ARE
tion that these pests may be gotten
rid of once for all.
WORKING FOR THE KAISER
Diseasi Not Necessary
AGAINST YOUR UNCLE SAM
Farmers once thought that a cerIt may be a surprise to many of tain number of hogs must die from
cholera; that it was one of the
our readers to know that the
mediate loss of meat to the consum unavoiuaoie tnings, mat tnt nog iniug .public because of cattle and dustry must, live or' die, share up its
continually with the hog
sheep killed by predatory animals proceeds Now
they have come to find
amounts to approximately 16,000,000 cholera.
is no reason for an
pounds annually in New Mexico; out that there
that if this annual killing were stop- epidemic of hog cholera, and that
business
the
ought to go on
hog
ped and the animals now Ipst were without
the losses of hog cholera
to mature and produce and had the
it. Ever since some wag
grass to eat that the priarie dog and crippling
rabbit now consume, it yould mean invented the idea that a few fleas
50,000,000 pounds a year of mutton were good for every pup, we have
and beef, in these hard times. Is not come to believe that certain diseases,
this enough to attract the attention certain adverse circumstances, and
of all the persons engaged in. the above all , predatory animals, are
things to be endured, and that for
conservation of food stuffs?
them there is no cure.
Discussed Patriotic Week
Time To Wake Up
This matter was carefully worked
Let's wake up. from this expensive
over at our Patriotic Week in Albuquerque, and these 'figures 'ate slumber and create a campaign
conservative and can be substantiat- throughout the entire State, and once
ed by investigation by any one who and forever stop feeding lamb chops
wildcats
may doubt them. Resolutions have and veal cutlets to coyotes,,
Mexico
Farm
been drawn tip and sent to the au- - and wolves. New
Courier.
thorities in Washington, and we hope
that by the additional writing of
letters and sending of facts to the ,.Speaking of enemies within, there
Department of Agriculture we may- is the great American appetite.
,
wage such a campaign of cxtermina- Brooklyn Eagle.
j.

President Wilson
What I am opposed to is not the
rethe
The
demand
of
Present
the pacifists, but their
feeling
upon
l'ranl Staplin Receiver
sources of this country is very great
My heart is with them,
stupidity.
hut my mind has a contempt for
greater, perhaps, in a way, than
ever before. All of the indications
Hum.
want peace, but know how
Editor
GUTHRIE SMITH
to get it, :inl they do not.
art that the demand will be steadily
Vmi will notice that I sent a friend
increased for the next one or two
The greater our
of mine, Colonel House, to Europe,
or three years.
matter at the post office
Entered as second-clas- s
who is as great a lover of peace as
foresight now, the less the hardship
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, under tlie Act of
we will have to endure later. Our
any man in the world, but I did not
1879.
March 3,
'armies and the armies of our Allies
send him on a peace mission. I sent
J. J. Moise, took a flyer into the him to take part in a conference as
must be supplied wKh food, clothing,
munitions.
It is for hog market this week. His big to how the war was to be won, and
equipment,
Subscription to Weekly State Record $1.50 per year
America, as a sort of big brother Buick caught a couple of porkers he knows, as I know, that that is
lor s:nior partner, to look after the in the middle of a business street the way to get peace, if you want
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 23, 1917
furnishing of a great part of these and made them ready for the but- it for more than a few minutes.
The hops were the
chers block.
supplies.
Great Britain's Premier
If we save and conserve the food, property of Geo. Mehrens. It is too
If nothing was changed I could no
much larger toll from bad that some automobilist couldn't longer accept responsibility for the
a
and
take
BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET
PLACE' FOR STATESMAN
the soil, our forces in the field will do the same with some of the apdirection of a war condemned to
be equipped to fight. All they n ed parently ownerless canines that in- disaster from lack of unity.
is
booklet
An
unusual
which
ons
is a chance something like an even fest our streets. Santa Rosa Pubtrouble wan tnis war,
jnc
The war has been, prolonged by
the Santa Fe Lines have issued in break.
M our military
a German statesman is quoted'
and naval lic Voice.
It will be shortened
particularism,of the New Museum forces are not handicapped
as saying, "is that it will be ten
description
through
solidarity.
by
be
dedicated
which
will
here
1
building
is
doubtedless
it
after
who
over
Some
before
lack
of supplies, equipor
fellow,
years
If the effort to organize our united
next week, while the New Mexico scarcity
can go to London, twenty bement and munitions, the enemy will wanted a little fun at the expense action becomes a reality, I have no
Educational association is in annual b beaten, and civilization
fore 1 can go to Tan's, and forty
will be of the board of county commission- doubt as to the issue of the war.
convention.
Printed in duo tint on wrested from the greedy clutch of ers, posted rent notices on the doors
before 1 can go to Vienna." And
Italy's misfortune may still save
high grade enamel paper, the book- the German Military Monster.
of practically all the offices in the the alliance.
yet a good many German statesin
record
artistic
a
let
sets
men after the war will have to
high
Individualism has no place in the court house and one on the front
The Premier Of France
The twelve pages are
achievement.
somewhere.
New
were found
York
go
plan which is to win this war, court house door. They as
great
A single front, a single army, a
between
divided
th
about
equally
follows:
this morning and read
x.vening Post.
individual
can
that
the
except
may,
nation that is the programA citizen of New Mexico
descriptions in words and picture. and
save and1 economize at "For rent, see- Kotinty Kommission-er- s, single
Roswell Even- me requisite for future victory. If
$25 per month'."
that the statesman from Germany The text, by Paul A. F. Walter, does every must,
is the saving of the
It
turn.
exceed 700 words and is a very individual which will
after forty months of war, after all
night go to the capital of the In- the United ing News.
the lessons the war has taught us,
tfernal Regions, where he ought to fine description of the new building States and its Allies put
to
in
position
the Allies were not capable of that
Santa Fe. There win thai war with the least
from
which
feel perfectly at home. It wa further n1 of
The
League,
Navy
possible
union, then in
ten beautiful views of the New loss of lives.
recommended that he do it now.
Secretary of the Navy Daniels re- sacred of international
their sacrifices they would
Museum, in which are reproduced six
fused to receive any more donations, spite
efAn
be
enormous
saving may
is supplying from ttO.OOO to 15,000 not be worthy of victory.
th,e
S,an Franciscan mission
WHERE STIMULANT 13 NEEDED
churches. Nothing that savors or the fected if the people will only bs a articles per week to the soldiers and
less
in
reckless
little
or
prodigal
commercial is to be found in the
These are sweaters, muf- SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
sailors.
It is a custom in the Belgian
booklet. Even the name of the San- their giving of presents during flers, writlets, socks, etc. It would
CANNOT SEE MUCH GOOD
parliament that when a member
of
Christmas.
Instead
ten
spending
e
ta Fe Lines is omitted.
IN KNITTING CAMPAIGN
be interesting to see what the
mates a long speech he is entitled
bardmea
Lobster
Ak liafmSivfrA
dollars, or one hundred dollars or
be able to do if it had
to be supplied with brandy as a
one thousand dollars for gifts which the would
DANIELS
SMILES
NOW
the
encouragement of
Secretary It is a long, long jump from a
beverage :it the expense of the
your friends might priz; highly, but
Koswell
padded arm chair in a warm
government.
Daily
do not really need, save the money of the Navy. Exchange.
Rt.
of
the
The
Navy,
Secretary
News.
Washington office to the deck of a
to help win the war. Save it for
New Mexico went dry by a big destroyer off soundings somewhere
In the Congress of the United Hon Josephus Daniels, opines i that .ome
of the issues of Liberty bonds
ihe
knil'.infj for his mrn
That fact
luesrlay, estimated any- this side of Finistcrre.
tates 'it it the audience which fre- all this He
majority
is good nauicd about it, which are to fellow; contribute it where from five to ten thousand. San
hunk.
accounts for the zest with
needs
the
the
stimulant
at
probably
quently
the Red Cross or the War Y.
to
n
wh
and
smiles
broadly
discussing ivi.
Juan county voted four to one in which Mr. Daniels takes time from
close of the long speeches. However,
v.; spend it tor magazines,
favor of
the prohibition his larger activities to smile at the
phase of woman's activities. It
the stimulant ought to be at the this
newspapers or comfort kits for the amendment. adopting
is
When
he
smiles
well
now.
that
Several of the cities
knitters. He smiles good naturedly.
speakers' expense, not the govern- the women finally close his case boys at the front, in the training the
went
state
dry also, including to be sure. Knitting is good for the
ment's.
there will be little for him to smile camps or in the navy; buy Red Cross Gallup, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Las Knitters, he concedes. But for bis
Christmas seals which will go for
l
over.
dear sailors! Why, if there was a
Vegas and Las Crtices. Farmington
HOW PROHIBITION CARRIED
civilian relief.
coverof
conceivable
sort
Enterprise.
thing, any
Do not slight or neglect the little
A draft r' sister succeeded in shoot- l
.
ing, that they really needed he'd
hostesr. have Is sen
'fa- For years C'.s
L:i J
t .1
The educational campaign hat
nC Sh rill Ijreejj. at tllda. Late re- - crmaren, dui cnoose lor mem gins
When Hannibal crossed the Alps clap it on them over night. As it is.
Ihat name question esthemse'vc.j
asking
this paper conducted for proliibi
which
useful
and
rather
condiSheriff
as
sensible,
to
ar;
out
of
no
reams
Cregg's
ports
press agent ground
are fairly smothered beneath
pecially whenever the occasion happens to
lion for years was amply resIt is believed than merely expensive. Millions of mimeograph copy claiming that the they
tion are encouraging.
the weight of clothing which he has
or
be one of thosi rory little
ponded to by the votes cusl 'l ues
that he will recover. He plugged his! dollars will be made available if the Old Boy was going to make a sucker pressed
upon them.
parties. Now, there is
day. The truth, when presented
man three times, which is good evi- - people of this nation will only out of Rome.
In those days press
a ready answer
Men Plead For Sweaters
often enough, is sure to be acdence of his fitness for difficult "hedge" a little in their buying of agents were thrown to the lions
Unfortunately, it is hard to reconcepted Karmington Times Hustwork. What becomes of the draft Christmas
gifts. Go further than w hich is probably the reason so many cile
letthis pretty picture with the
,erresister is not of particular interest merely to announce that you will of the lions died of indigestion.
ters which pour in to the Navy
not buy any Christmas gifts: let it New York Tribune.
Lacking the support of the "Times- - to loyal citizens.
League headquarters. Officers and
be known that you will not accept
Hustler," the cause of prohibition
men plead for sweaters just as do
Rooms and
might have been lost by a vote of
Atl mora rooms the any.
Reed
Holloman
and
Judge
the men of the army. They ask for
five to one. No chance for New committee needs in order to provide
torney General Patton were in town sweaters not to unravel (as Mr.
Mexico ae lose any great measure quarters for all of the city's guests
APPRECIATE OUR EFFORT
as committee by Daniels
appointed
Tuesday
to eat, we wonder?)
mm tmmg an the
"
con who will attend the annual conven
the State Bar Association to investi- but to reports
and to wear because
tlnaes So adecate the people.
tion of the New Mexico Educational
E.
Tittman on they arcwear,
Appreciation of the work which gate Attorney
cold.
This distinctively new creation in soft
association. If you. have a room that The New Mexico War News is try- charge of having thwarted the work
drinks is sparkling snappy delicious. It
Knitters Will Keep On
SAM MARC1AL STAR
can possibly be spared, let the com ing to accomplish is expressed by of the State Council of Defense in
healthful with the wholesomeness of the
is
Council of National Defense, in the interest of Germany. Hillsboro Fortunately, the knitters will go
mittee know at once: 'Phone the
choicest cereals
appetizing with the bouon with their knitting despite any
It was tlsrongh an oversight that Chamber of Commerce, 148 or 14. athjletter to Walter M. Danburg,
Free Press. '
gen
quet and agreeable bitter tang which only
The State ftecerd last week ommit-te- d
eloquence that Mr. Daniels can musteral secretary. The letter is from
choice hops can impart. It is sure to "hit
aseatMs of the recsipt of No. 1, Disfranchisement
is the reward the Section on
With
Columbus followed suit with the er. That is one advantage of hav
the spot" sure to encounter no prejudices.
of eulusua 1, of the San Marcial which Great Britain is preparing for States and is signed by Elliott Dun State of New Mexico Tuesday and
ing the ruler of the American Navee
"Star." The editor and publisher is the conscientious objectors to the lap Smith, in charge of Information voted "dry" by a majority of 18. trained for. his job in the same genBevo the
soft drink
C. B. McCormack.
as was Sir Joseph PortSan Marcial war. ft4n whn mrm not ennuffh In Department.
It is dated November There were only 86 votes polled out eral K.fashion
C. B.
Mr. Daniel's opinion
good newspaper, and ought terested in freedom to fisrht for it 16, and reads as follows:
of a registration of over 400 in this er,
to support one. The first issue pf ought not to have any part in the
one votes were cast on sweaters and the North Sea will
You have been obliging enough
Fifty
precinct.
be
ne Jiar .ooas as inougn in. puo- .ffair, of the government. America
implicitly accepted by his sisters
for the prohibition' amendment and
to send us copies of the "New
Guard Against Substitutes
cation is to be ons which will merit woud a0 well to follow the example.
five agrainst it. Columbus andi his cousins and his aunts. New
Mexico War News", but we find
thirty
York Tribune.
sue suoaiaiHiai oacaine or me cm
have the bottle opened in your presence, first seeing t!.i
Courier.
that our file of this publication
ne.dX-a- sseel has not been broken, catl that the crown t
the
zenship of San Marcial. Some seven
The faculties of Georgia Tech and
is incomplete. May we ask you
iu bctJcs cnl
end
bears the Fox. Bevo u
CORPORATION COMMISYou will fiaJ
Three-cen- t
years ago, Ida M Farrell, then editor
bottled exclusively by
to send us one copy each of Nos.
postage is all right, and
university refused to allow
BETTER
SECURES
SION
and publisher of the San Marcial Pittsburg
it
will
we
their teams to play a benefit game
it
14 and 15 and copies of any issue
with a grin if
will
er. LCV. 3
In paaUuricad bottks,
ANHEUSEK BUSCH
pay
SERVICE FOR SPRINGER
"Standard," was one of the best on Thanksgiving
The game
at inns,
since October 30th?
help win the war. Still, we can't help
ai.il
known and most influential news- would have netted day.
dopartotaiit
100,000 for the
some
be
should
rlruf
We have considerable demand
there
ada
aloraa,
way
thinking
tarns. pirate sroand,
Upon complaint of the mayor and
paper workers in New Mexico. We Red Cross or the Army Y. M. C. A.
CHARLES ILFL- -J COMPANY
of extracting a few dollars from the
for these regular publications of
sincerely hope the new venture will
where ram
tons of matter carried out of Wash a large number of the citizensCom-of
1ANT.A tV, U. M.
Wholesale Drillers
State
which
a
Else
afford
Councils,
are okl.
succeed.
State
the
Corporation
Springer
The high cost of operation and
ington under the free franking sys mission has for some time
comprehensive view of all actiLEO KERSCil
vigoroustem. silver Lity enterprise.
maintenance has hit another one of
vities, and we find that the "New
Local Dealers
SANTA FE, N. M.
ly pursued a demand that train, No.
NO CHANCE, ANYWAY
our esteemed contemporaries. The
Mexico War News" is of great
9 stop at that place to take on1
in
Aztec "Independent" announces that
Five
million
United
the
people
value in, our work.
The Colorado School of Mines has on
It developwest bound passengers.
States are members of the Red Cross ed
January I the subscription price
cancelled1
the Thanksgiving
that the train stopped there two
on a ytmrm
game wi
It
to enlist ten million
is
to
(2
raj,ed
proposed
Some of the disasters of the Al
of
which was to have been playsd at
thirds
time
to
the
discharge paslied armies have been charged to more people into the business of sengers, and the commission mainRoswell against the New Mexico
for
"Cathedral of the Desert" is our Winston
our
and
doing
boys
something
former First boost the
tained that it would be no hardship
Military Institute. One of the rea- vote on the name for the New Ma- - I amI nf Churchill,
AJ-I.- .I1.
membership to fifteen mil on the Santa Fe
t ft
sons given is that the team will make seum
Railway to stop the
lion
Las
in Santa Fe. Nothing Britain.
Christmas
Re
Cruces
building
by
what
the
of
fat.
Imagine
balance of the time for the taking
a shorter trip and get a better iimi
public.
our
forces
if
be
would
Hon.
the
on as well as the discharge of pasby playing Creighton university, at
so appropriate and eloquent as
of the
Omaha. "Better game" is correct. quite
Jolephut D,nie,f Secretary
sengers. The Commission was notNaw. were nlanninv t . t r t rtr nf beThe question is now what is to ified
on Monday that the stop had
That team never had a chance against
done
with
our
stumps
' our
speakers?
inri helping with the There will not be
On Wednesday the
the flying squadron of tanks combeen granted.
election
next
if
business
another
week,
Quit
your
manded by Captain "Hop" Lee.
atrategy of our armies.
Commission received for and remitfor
m
another
too
are
10
i ua ,
they
year,
m,ur
gvg
strong
anciHiJ
for work, and when it comes to the ted to Anastacio Medina, of Wagon
time for the 2,000 teachers of New
More of our American soldier, have
The Military Institute proved too Mexico. Prove
Mound, a refund on account of exthem that Santa
to
Mrs. Elizabeth Reuther, 1002 11th
army,
they believe in letting George cess
fare paid in cash because the
heavy and fast for the Aggies, in the Fe is thi greatest convention city in been wounded and killed on the fir- do it. Cloudcroft Cloudcrofter.
N. V., Washington, D. C, writes:
,.
a
in France. A colonel and
station did not have St.,
at
that
line,
ing
iooro.il game mat was played rri-i,,pent
endorse Peruna as a splendid
"I
Sul
Unilej
a
eson
had
time
to
him
sell
tickets
the
when
narrow
the (rounds of the former,
amy
brigadier general
One of India's poets begins his efmedicine for catarrh and stomach
so o.
The matter trouble, from which I suffered sevsne score was
capes whin a German .hell explod- fusion thus: "The rivers run, the same were requested.
in. m. i. ..RviiU Uu,,rd. the illustrated ed
was
Commission
and
the
to
nearby.
reported
"
rivers run." He was not speaking of
eral years. I took it for several
.
r .
.
monthly magazine published here.
New Mexico rivers, at this time of prompt action secured.
point, against ne Aggies as tne
months, found my heaith was re,everai fin. illustration, o
University of Arizona was able to th. New Mu.eum buildinf( in th,
New
of
Mexico
amazare
stored and have felt splendidly ever
People
never have got the habit.
They
year.
The
Russians
are
a
as
declining
make. It will be a pity if there is a NovembeP BumDer.
since. I now take It when I coningly happy when it is considered
Journal.
Albuquerque
im
but
are
force,
military
greatly
failure to arrange a game between
that they have votid voluntarily to
tract a cold, and It soon rids the sysThose who object to liquid mediin
as
their
debaters.
proved
ability
M. I. and Arizona.
El Paso likely
tem of any catarrhal tendencies."
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.
It now develops that it is Ger- deny themselves the joy of getting The Wilson Company, which bought
News.
Dallas
would furnish a big crowd to see man measles
a great area of state land, in Mora
with which many oi "gorgeously lit up."
the game.
the boys at Camy Cody are afflicted
County, New Mexico, at the public
Can this be more evidence of the
A. a comic opera Secretary of the sales, last spring, sowed wheat upon
San Francisco mountain, in
an
J his company
ot it, this tall.
work of German agents?
Navy Hon. Josephu. Daniels i. a
with an elevation of 12,611 feet,
at Mills, in
.cream. Under the pre.ent circum conducts a flouring-milis the highest peak in the south
1 nere
is one thing to make us stances he is a world tragedy.
Mora County.
Ihe tarth.
west, according to the latest press devoutly thankful: . Ws don't have
bulletin from the United States geo to live in the same state with Herr POLYGAMY IS URGED
Ever since the1 Pilgrim fathers
This mountain is Senator La Follette.
logical survey.
offered up prayers of gratitude for
BY KAISER POPE WILL
said to be by far the most prominent
the blessings they ,enjoyed, ThanksVIGOROUSLY DENOUNCE IT
landmark of the Colorado plateau.
For Santa Feans next week: "AH
giving Day has been one of Jhe imWe had been under the impression dressed up and a place to go every
portant occasion's of the year to all
Reports reaching the Vatican say good
that th. highest p:ak in the world minute."
Americans. Hope Press.
is
was the current price of a square
polygamy
encouraged openly by
LINCOLN COUNTY WOMAN
the military authorities of Germany.
meal.
The revised draft regulations will
The Catholic clergy recently came be a keen
SHOT AND KILLED; NO
Non-assessab- le
disappointment to a few
of$1,500,000.00
into
of
several
of
Uncle
of
the
of
possession
copies
customer,
Many
wives who had been looking forARRESTS MADE AS YET
Sam's post offices apparently do not
pamnhlets which have been distribut- ward to the time when they'd have
ed widely among the troops at the
nderstand the increase in postage
150,000
25
to support. Las
only themselves
Carrizozo, N. M., Nov. 19. The
prorate. "Drop" letters still arj mail- body
ihe booklets are entitled: Cruces
Citizens.
of Miss Lillie Ingram, who had front,
the Only Means
Lateral
able at the rate of two cents for been shot, was found
Marriage:
125
by her tor the formation ot a New, Powereach ounce. Th. Stat. Record ha. brother and a friend today
New Mexico, one of the youngest
concealed in ful,
Armed Force and for Ennoble of "Uncle
received a number of letters posted underbrush oni her
Sam's"
has
six
miles
large
family,
ranch,
ment of Morality.
in Santa re, which carried three-ce- from White Oaks.
place herselt in the majority crowd,
One copy forwarded to Rome ex on
stamps. There was one cent
side ot prohibition and prog
Miss Ingram lived aJone on the
horts married women, in the inter- ress.theHouse
wasted on each one of those letters. ranch. She was shot last
Pioneer-NewSaturday, ests of the fatherland, to obtain the
it was believed, while she was atfrom their
It is in on. of our exchange, that
permission
exults ever the success
to hobble a burro. A bul- necessary
husbands to contract lateral marri- of Germany
w. read the ad of a motion picture tempting
her latest war-loawhich re0
let from a
rifle entered her
based
inclinahouse: "All film, shown are passed
ages,
upon personal
minds us that when Lee surrendered
breast and passed out under the tion,
right
with
who
in
married
That's
board
of
men,
turn, the most plentiful commodity in
censureship."
by th.
left shoulder blade. Her body was must
obtain their wives consent. Dixie was Confederate
fine! "Censureship" surely is ap- dragged about 300
to the un Such lateral
money. Bos
it is stated, ton
marriages,
plicable to many of th. films which derbrush and hidden yards
there.
Transcript.
23
can be dissolved after children are
are being shown now.
Nothing was known of her death born. Their
is to increase
object
The
American
in
the
until
trench
her brother and his friend', J.
troops
8
Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Tucnm-car- i, P. Foster, went to the ranch this the birth rate and to mitigate con- es have captured one German orison
for the next convention of New morning to visit her. Not findint? ditions brought about by the war.
er. Incidently they shot him fatally
has
full
asked
Mexico Educational association. Let her at
Ihe
for
par- before
the capture.
Every tittle
home, they began a search ticulars, pope
with a view to public de
no one think that the stmsTgle will which resulted
in the findine of the
helps. Fort Sumne Review.
nunciation ot such propaganda.
he lacking tn spirit. Santo F. will body.
be for tn winner, w bach ever o
The identity of the slayer and his
ine dispatches from r ranee anTHE RING AGIN HIM
nounce that the Missouri mule has
motive in killing the woman are unIt is understood that the Demo- reached the fighting-line- .
The Ger
known. Albuquerque Journal
in
United Stares Congressmen
cratic organization is against the mans will do well to keep in front
France were smt on the first lines
Hoover says we shall-withe war candidacy of W. B. Walton for the ot nun. Topeka itato Journal.
B.
City-Ban-k
nasi came andW the fir. from th. with the hogs. Usually we have won United States senate, which is to be
y our wars in
Cernsaa funs. The shells war
of the hogs. New expected, as the bosses of the dem
Tularosa enjoyed si old fashioned
spite
not snore deadly than th. York Evening Post.
ocratic party have long had close down pour rain Thursday morning
apswehes th. statesmen are used te
monoply of the office control busi- and the grass is again growing. Let
Americana who are ready and will- ness, and they propose to see to it us all cheer up. Tularosa Tribune.
hearing.
ing to smk or swim with their coun- that Billy does not butt in. It is
It isn't surprising that th. football try are going to swim. Toledo also understood that the machine is New York City had a Billy Sunday
eleven of Georgia Tech is called the Blade.
for McDonald for the senate, but revival in the tprrnc ami then elect
will accept Hanna before Walton.
leader teasa." Cnyoa, ana af th.
ed a Tammany Mayor in the fall.
tar halfbacks, la a New Mexico boy. This war has made Socialism large Tucumcari American.
New York World.
Cinly a synonym for autocracy.
.
Dollar Bill says h. aWeen't see how cinnati Times-Sta- r.
Premier KerensW is about a rear'
Hindenburg's retreat on the Aisne
lie caaM 4a better than to invest He who is too busy to care for his may be a strategic retirement, but and a half late with the news that
isaeetf ia a membership ia th. New 'health mar have to take time to cure the strategy is Petain's. Springfield Russia is tired of fighting. New
- v
'disease?
Alaica Educational association.
York World.
:
Republican.
NO
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LAHOMA COPPER CO.
Incorporated.

nt

s.

25-3-

pro-abl-

.

Capital Stock
we
Fully Paid and
fer
shares of Treasury stock at cents per share the
ceeds of the stock sale to be used to construct a
ton oil flotation
mill and buy truck for to haul out concentrates.
Buy stock in a proposition here at home, help home industries
to do so shows progressivness it will also bring in out side capital
so badly needed to develop the many natural resources of our state.
As the U. S. Government has guaranteed
cents per pound
for copper. We can guarantee
per cent on the money invested
this is not saying that the above amount is all that will be paid, for
as additional amount will be paid as a bonus.
Engineers report and samples of ore from property can be seen,
at the office west side of Plaze or Joseph Hayward, Capital
Building or address.

,

LAHOMA COPPER CO.
Incorporated,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

versa ry el the eat et contrast
TATE OF NEW MEXICO
lea eats el leader.
NOTICE tOU PUBLICATION
Tea Comnaiaaian.. ml
alia
New Mexico, er hie anal hsteiso net
PUBLIC LAND SALE
aalc, reserves ih right lo reject say aad
an oios onerea at said sale, rosscsssss
GUADALUPE COUNTY.
under coatrscts of sale for tha above eea
cribed tracta will ba eiven on as helae.
Office
of the Commissioner of Public
vscioocr jsi, lyia.
Lands,
Witness mi hand and th official
houses, corrals, sheds, well snd fencing,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
of the State Land Office this Ilk daw m4
value $4975.00.
Notice is hereby sriven thst nursuanr
to the provisions of an Act of Congress
Sals No. tit
S'A, Sec. 4; S'A, Sec. 10;
ROBT. P ERVIEN.
June 20th, lr10, the laws of the
approved
W'A, Sec. 14; All of Sections 15, 16, SE'A,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
State of New Mexico and the rules and
Sec. 17;
S'ASEA, SEtfNEX, SWA. Sec.
State of New Mexico reculstions of the State Land
Office, the
21;
W'ASWA, S'A. Sec. 22: E'A, SWA, first fubllcation October 12. 1917.
Commissioner of Public Lands, will ofE'ASWA, Sec. 23; S'A, E'ASEA, Sec. 30; Last Publication December, 14, 1917,
fer at public aale to the highest bidder
T. US., R. 37E., containing 4039.72 acrea.
at nine o'clock A. M., on Tii-s- d iy, February
The improvements consist of well, wind5th, 1918, in the town of Santa Rosa, Coun
mill and tank, value $1200.00.
ty of Gusdalupe, State of New Mexico, in
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
front of the court house therein, the fol
Sale No. ra
W'A. SW!4NE, WJ4SEJ4.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sec. 33; T. 18S?, R. 38E., conlowing described tracts of land, vis:
SENSES,,
480
conThe
acres.
taining
improvements
VM. Sec. 22: All of Sac
Sale Na.
sist ol fencing, value $65.00.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
26; T. 6 N., R. 22 E., containing 960 seres
The
consist of fencina. value
Sal. Na. 124
improvements
V'AE'A,
SAN MIGUEL CO 'MTY.
SESEH,
$175.00.
Sec. 29; E'A, Sec. 32, T. US., R. 38E., con680
There
no
acrea.
are
taining
Office of the Commissioner ol Pabltc Lands
improvei Ne. 949
SEKNEU. SKSWM. See
ments,
Santa Fe, Htm Mexico.
II: S'AK'A. SWla. NWllSEU. KF.USEU. Sec.
sriven
Notice
is
snsranani
that
hereby
Sec. 15; All of See. 16:
NX.
Me.
10;
WHSWtf.
Sab
m NWJ4, ItfSWM, NX
Nvs, NvSSWH, SWtSWM. SE'A. Sec. 21;
Sec. 4; KtfNWX, Sec. 9; T. lSS., ft. Jac,., to the provisions of aa Act el Coagrvs.
Jane
20, 1910, the laws el tkt
approved
T. g N., R. 23 E., conSec.
22;
acres.
W',NW.
jyy.w
Any improvements
containing
on this tract to be removed by the owner. State of New Mexico and the rules aad taining 2240 acres. There are no improve
regulations ol the State Land Office, tat ments.
ol Public Lsnds will offer ai
Sale No. 926
S'ASEA, Sec. 4; NEJ, See. Commissioner
Public
S.ilr
to the highest Meeer, at
No bid on the above described tracts
Sec. 10;
T. 19S., R. 3E 10
9;
WJ4NWK,
o'clock A. M., on Ssturday, Decembei
of Isnd will be
320
for less than
The
acres.
containing
improvements
in
1917,
the
22nd,
town of Las Vegas. Conn Five Dollars f$5.00) accepted
ncr acre, which is the
consist of fencing, value $75.00.
of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico
ty
in
value
thereof
and
appraised
front of the court bouse therein, tat thereto the successful bidder must addition
Sal
No. 127
pay for
swjd, WJ4SEU, Sec. 5, in
tne improvements mat exist on the lano.
SWA, W'ASE'A. Sec. 8: T. 19&7 R. 38E.. following described tract of land visi
The improvements
containing 480 acres.
Sale Na. aM SKSWM. NWJaS
I
Sec
All of Sec. 16. T. 7 N..
Sola Na. 941
indmill and fencing, value
Sec M R. 25 E.,
640 acres.
The im
vj.w.
SEiiNEU, SWMNWM,'SEUSWM.nWMSEM provements containing
consist of fencing, vaIuc$425.0O
Sec.
11.
SWl
NEMSEm
Lot
Sec.
Sal No, 92$
E!WM,
4,
7;
N'SWJ4.
No
bid
on
wilt
be
this
tract
accepted for
EUSWU. NwtiSKu. See. tl NRU
Lot 1, 2, Sec. 18;N,T. 19S., R. 3E., contain- NWS4, Sec.
less than $10.00 per acre, which is the
MN.. R. 12E.,. SWJsJSEg
14,
The improvements consist NWJ6,
ing 523.58'acres.
in addition
and
ithereof
value
Sec. 22. W'XNEU.
NWUSEU. See. B T appraised
of fencing, value $150.00.
hereto the successful bidder must oav
R. 12E., containinc 1.049.00 acrea.
17N.,
for the improvements that exist on the
Sal No, 929
S'A, Sec. $: T. I9S., R.
land.
38E., containing 320 acres.
The improve- of On this trsct there are 101.SM linear ftIt
poles, vslued at $507.90 and 1,050,440
ments consist of fencing, vslue $100.00.
Each of the above described tracts will
B. M. of saw timber valued at $1575.66 mas
he offered for sate separately
total value for timber $2093.56.
Sale No. 919
E'SNEX, Sec. 18; SVJ4SE, ingNo a bid
on the above described tract
S'ASW'A, tiW'ASV'A. See. 17;
NJ4NW,
The above sate of land will be
ubiect
Sec. 20;
T. 19S., R. 38E., containing 320 if land will be accepted for less thae Tore.
o
following terms and conditions, vir
acres. The improvements consist of fenc-in- Oolllars ($3.00) an acre, which ia the ap Thethesuccessful
bidder must pay lo the
And in additioa
praised vslue thereof.
value $50.00.
thereto the auccessful bidder sanst eel Commissioner of Public LaniU. or "' of :ikciii
the
the timber in cash or certified eachaner holding such sale,
Sale No. 931
S'ASW'A, Sec. 9; S!4SWtf, for the
the price offered by him for tile land, four
at
time of sale.
Sec. 10; NKiNWtf, SWtfNWX, R,c. 15; All
cent interest in advance on the bal
per
of Sec. 16;
E'AK'A. Sec. 17; T. 19S., R.
The successful bidder must pay te th anee of said purchase price, ftc for St!
38E., containing 1080 acres.
The improve- Commissioner of Public Lands, or
his ageni ver'isinir and appraisement ..ml all cost,
ments consist of well and fencing, value lolding such sale,
and all
of the incidental to the sale hrrcin.
in
price offered by him for the land, foui of said amounts must be deli""ted
tli'ot
or
at
cish
certified
cen'
exebance
Jer
in
tirre
lor
the
advance
balanc
irirrrst
,,
,,
c
Sale No. 932
,c
lowsag

I

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW
LAND FOR SALE.

From Special Reports and State Papers
of apples, Hope is in the financial
swim good and plenty.

CHAVES
Commaadery Electa Officara
Rio Hondo Commandery, No, 6, K.
T. met in regular conclave last night,
at which the following officers were
elected
for
the
ensuing
year;
Richard F. Ballard, E. C; Hiram M.
Doy, Generalissimo; Jaffa Miller, C.
G.; E. A. Cahoot, treasurer; William W. Phillips, recorder. The
officers are appointed and
will be by the Eminent Commander
R. F. Ballard, at a nearly date.

Fat Cattle To Market
The Jernigan Cattle company are
shipping forty cars of fat cattle to
eastern, markets this week.
Kills Four Carman Alliae
Wink Hardin killed four wolves,
one of them a lobo, out at hie ranch.
Hope Press.

SAN

MIGUEL

Sheep At $45 A Head
The Adams Sheep company of
Carlsbad recently sold 46 head of fine
buck lambs at $45 per head. They
also sold 30 head at $40 per head.
These were a fine bunch of thoroughbreds, so they brought a very fancy
price;

Organizing Home Guard
A company of home guards is to
be organized here next week. Exempted and married men are wanted
as members but the conscripts are
also asked to come and drill. Those
who desire to join and secure this
trairtin? are requested to drop a card
to Drill Master. 821 Main Ave., East
Bribad Witness, It Charge
Las Vegas, N. M.
Oscar White was arrested by
Sheriff C. A. Rector today charged Fuel Administration Board
with bribing a witness. He was
Harry Kelly of this city has been
placed under a $1,000 bond to appear
at a preliminary hearing before Mul- -, named by W. C. McDonald, state
lens. Claude Lowrance was arrest-- 1 ' fuel administrator, a member of the
ed last Saturday under a similar state advisory board. Other members
are Judfje R. H. Hanna of Santa Fe,
charge and Rave bond in the same
amount for his appearance for pre- John W. Poe of Roswell and! State
Mine Inspector Risden.
The Ban
liminary trial.

E
320 acres, I
BARGAIN
mile, trom Mult, new Mexico, and 15 miles
from Roy, New Mexico; good roads, land
food lor farming and grazing; half is sandy
loam and half black soil. 90 acres broken for
cultivation, well with good water, 300 acres
of the tract adapted to farming and balance
to grating f price $9.00 per acre. No. 106,
State Record, Santa Fe, N. If.
12S ACRES UNDER Springer Ditch System,
with 125 shares of stock in Springer Ditch
Co., 75 acres in Alfalfa, balance good farming land all under the ditch, good four
wire fence around the land. Brood lour room
house, rood barn and sheds, one and one
half miles from Springer on north bank of
Cimarron River. Price per acre $85.00. No.
n. aa.
lis. Mate Kecora, Santa
FOR SALE STOCK RANCH,
tisrht miles
from Dcmins N. M. ComDriainaT 320 acres
room house,
an
land
three
fenced,
Satented
three school sections leased free,
with fine open range two good wells, about
40 head Hereford cattle, and about 40 head
work horses, mares and mules, including
tnree studs ana one jacK, .mock in line
shaoe and food stuff, for complete outfit.
$8,500.00, its a dandy buy. Good reason for
disposal so cheap. Thos. G. Aitkea, 512,
no.
South bold Avenue, Dcming, w. at.

u.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND

SALE

LEA COUNTY
Office

the

of

Commissioner

of

Public

Lsnds,
Ssnta

Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that purauant to
me provisions 01 an Act oi tongrees, sp- roved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
E
tatc of New Mexico and the rules and
regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at public sale to the highest bidder at
9 o'clock A. M.,
January
16th. 1916. in the town of Lovin.tan. Cnun.
ty of Lea, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
described tracts of land, vis:
S'A. Sec. 10 S& Sec. 11;
Sal Na. m
SAS'A, Sec. 23; NWJ4, Sec. 24; T. 11 S
R. 37E
containing 960 acres. The improvements on this tract consist of fenc$200.00.
value
ing,

116.

-

-

SI.

Sals Na.
EH, Sec. 22; All of Sec.
FOR SALE FOUR verv valuable business 23; S'A, See. 24; All of Sec. 2S; All of
lots in Deming one block and a hslf from Sec. 26: All of Sec. 27: All of See. 34:
Center ol town, worth $,SO0.0O will take
for quick sale $5,000.00 a bargain sure. Thos. :
, UM
l ' 1. i.M
G. Aitken, 512, South Cold Avenue. Deminf,
ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County
N. M. -- No. 117.
Railroad Bond Fund. The improvements
Three sections deeded Isnd at $6.50 per on this tract consist of wells, windmills,
sere or will lease for three years for $150 tank, and fencing, value $1720.
per year, Plenty of water and grass, 7
of Sec. 35; All of Sec.
miles from Tucumcari. No. 46, State Record. 36;Sal.T.Na. K7 R. All
33E.
All of Sec. 2; T.
HSj
Santa Fe, N. M.
1919.56 acres, of
12S., R. 33E., containing
640 acres were selected for the Sants
Ten Section Ranch, all under fence, two which
Fe
and
Railroad
Grant
Bond Fund.
County
1960
of the beat waterings in New Mexico.
improvements on this tract consist
acres State Lease which expires Oct., 1921; The
of
a
sheds
and
reservoir,
fencing,
corrals,
800 seres
applica-tiopatented land leased;
to purchase 640 acres of State land value $1270.
Vote
On
Amendments
50
of
sere
cents
the
first
with
per
payment
Cleaning The Festive Frijole
Sale No. 191
SWSWtf, Sec. 36; T. 12S.,
($5.00
per acre); 600 acres patented
The board of county commission paid
The Roswell Seed Company are very
land contracted to purchase at $2,900, $900 R. 32E. All of Sec. 2; T. 13S. R. 32E.,
678.08
ers
acres. The improvements
Tuesof
last
vote
canvassed
the
containing
8
cent
down, balance $500 per year,
per
busy these days cleannng Mexican
this land consist of well, windmill and
hpans TVip.tr hiw nlrmrtv dftfim daV and the official Count shows interest (would expect purchaser to carry on
surface
value
$500.00.
tank,
"n ,'ni!! ,",iujAhJnr"V "!
pounds that they have cleaned and! a majority of 1,049 for prohibition,tc"'rac
Sale No.
9
Sec. 24; T.'A Sec. 25;
are prepared to do this work with 2,009 votes were cast for prohibit iotl section. Water is on homestead and
.',,
All of 35;
All of Sec. 3h; T. 13S., R. 34F...
dispatch to the satisfaction, of the land 960 against. The tax amend- - 'cnted land rontractrc. for. Price $5,ooo to W'A, SEX,
K'.NEM,
SW'4.'f;4, Sec. 30;
"
ment was aeteateo Dy a large maj
When thus, cleaned, the
if
pirower.
R. M,K
.,i nil,
,
hv. T. LIS., R. 3t.E. All of S,r. ; S'A, ai Sec.
. ,
w.
P'i(e on of "r
owin
in improveimaming u acres.
tu..
res, Ol' tll s.
me Deans unaj a reauy niarKei ana
head
from yearlings up; about .1; T. MS., R. 35E., rrmt.itmm' JVt.-cattle
"u
mt
uyauiM.
isj
.y11;
of which
s
i
v
for
.i.'rt
wi
35
deand
t'
of
heat!
stork
amendment
horses.
stuJ
district
was
jack
judicial
.
fancy prices.
t
11 n.I
!"(
an.l
R.nlma.l
Coiir.ly
'"n"rth of Tucumcari.-N- o.
,i.l on the above d. scribed tracts of
feated by 311 votes, 1288
for and 1,- -: '5,r"J"i Record,
t!
T!i"
tmd.
ni pro vcrncti i s on
,
Eanta Fe, N. M
'
Venerable Citizen Is Hi
.
iim-of
59y against, which snows that the
cniiiiist
burn,' rnrr.i,. 2- up, , i'
,.,,i,
,
,
i.j
per acrr, wnicn is ine
v:tio tbereof
'i.i..,i.i
1,
Nws has reached here of the ser- people of San Miguel county do not Ranch and 55 hial of cows at $60. a iJ .
IanK
'
iui"Si va,ur appraised value
and in addition
jbi.-j.
of
and
$34
head
heifers
at
steers
bidder
the
I
thereto
successful
must pay for
VRuac
ious illness of J. J. Baca, who is ujant nartisaw iiiWs
" 130 head ofyearling
No
two year old heifers at $45.
'
,
the improvements that exist on the land.
f
known as the "Sage of Capitan" and journal.
Sale No. 909
i45
W'ASW'A, Sec. 28; T. 1.1S.,
Slate Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
K. Jor..,
who is one of the oldest native citi- Miguel counly administration board1
Jhere are
containing wi acres.
of the above described
tracts will
be offered for sale separately.
zens of that place. He has pneu- has been named as follows. E. G. OVER 75M ACRES with plenty of water, no improvements on this tract.
with timber for stock protection, located
monia.
D.
K.
Goodall
and
No.
Sale
Ml
f l..l
;n
SWNW!4. NEUSWtf.
Murphey,
Byron near two railroads, particulars on request
Tl,.
T. Mills.
S::c' 10;
terms and conditions,
-- No. 64. Stale Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
,he following
NKKSWj,. SE5SWX,!,0
Section
Valuation Of Railroads
Section viz
11;
NW,
12; T. 13S., R. 37E., rontammu 480 acres.
E. H. Abbott, a representative of
3000 acres deeded
land, plenty water and The
Killer Geta New Trial
improvements on this tract consist of
Kicipt for land selected for the Santa
the Interstate Commerce Commis- Alleged
irrigated and preparing to fencing,
value $3'JO.00.
Luis Madrid, the slayer of Cristo Brass, 501M1acres
an, Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
4UU
acre
ol
head
more;
cattle,sion, is spending several days in this bal Martinez, was erantCld a new irrigate
the
successful bidder must pay to the
Located one and one half miles from TuSale No. M2
W'A, Sec. 32; T. 14 S., Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
city. The object of his work here trial by Judge D. J. Leahy this morn- - """Cl- J5.ooo.oo
'""
R. 38h.,
ProP,0''ion'
320 acres.
are
There
such sale,
of the
containing
holding
36.
N.
State Recoid,
is to secure a new appraisement of ;
Fe,:
no improvements.
Ine trial will be u.ii during the No.
price offered by him for the land, four
j.J
the physical value of the railroads. ing.
interest in advance for the balance
percent
term of court here, which begins on $10.00 PER ACRE ONE THIRD DOWN,
Sal No. Ml
WASWH. SE'A of such purchase price, fees for advertising
Roswell Evening News.
December 10. A hearing, on Madrid's balance on time at reasonable interest for "K. Sec. 9; T.SWtfNWtf,
14S., R. 36F.., containing
and appraisement and all costs incidental
160 acres.
The improvements consist of to the
motion for a new trial was held Sat-- 1 1
"Era's?
sale herein, each and all of said
amounts must be deposited in cash or certEDDY
ments and abundance of well water, will fencing, value $75.00.
urday.
ified exchange at the time of sale and
be sold in a body, or divided to suit purSal
SWtfNEU, SEtfNWtf, which said smounts and sll of them are
chasers. No. 56. State Record, Santa Fe, WMNWX,Na. N4
Coal Ia Low; Power Short
SWU, W'ASEA, Sec. 9; All of subject to forfeiture to the State of New
Whole Valley la Prosperous
R. Mi
R.
3fE
T.
Sec.
16;
US.,
containing HMO Mexico, if the successful bidder does not
The Las Vegas Light and Power
Never in the history of our town
improvements consist of fenc-i- execute a contract within thirty dsys after
land 7 miles from Tu- acres.valueThe
and valley has there been as much company is still suffering from a coal 4 Sections deeded
$80.00.
it has been mailed to him by the State
large adobe ranch honse, also
Land Office, said contract to provide that
commercial activity. Everything on shortage. All patrons are asked to cumcari,
three small house; rural telephone, on
Sale Ne. tat
Sec. 13; NEXSEU, the purchaser may at his option make paySj4,
of
much
down
as
fenced
use
cut
and
live
current
the
all
with
the
mail
the jump
plenty Sec. IS; K'A, Sec. 24; T. 1SS, R. 34 E ments of not less than
daily
route,
many land,
of
1 to 1 years
at
Will
lease
water.
'
place
the
as
sales.
The
and
The
acrea.
ranch
680
emergency.
possible during
stock,
bumper
improvements ninety-fiv- e
percent of the purchase price
Must sell with lease 175 containing
$350 per year.
the-15Las
value
$200.00.
consist
of
cars
and
ssle
and
to
time
the
and
at
after
fencing,
Vegas
Optic.
any
prior
hay crops
grain
head of cows at $65 per head, including
the expiration of thirty years from date
50 head of calves by side.
Ten per cent
Sale
Ne. to
NVS, Sec. 10; T. 15S-- , R. of the contract,
and to provide for the
cut will be allowed. No. 42, Stte Record, 35E.,
320
The
acrea.
of
improve payment
containing
any unpaid balance at the exSanta Fe. N M.
ments consist of fencing, value $200.00.
piration of thirty years from the date of
mas Boxes from New York to the
WANTED.
ESTATE
REAL
contract
the
with interest on deferred payExpeditionary Forces abroad free of
Sale No. Mr
Lots 1. 1. 7. 8. . to. 11. ments at the rate of four per-ceper
Sec. 1; K'A, SEU, annum, payaDle in advance on the annivercharge. No export licence, invoices WANTED Sold State Land Numbers, plat, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, S'A, Sec.
2; SV. SWX sary of the date of contract, partial payN'SSWtf, SEJ4SW54,
or other Customs DaDers are reauir- - complete aescnption. box oi, nunaio, us. SEX.
Sec. 3; N5SE"4, Sec. 4; W'ASE'A, ments to be credited on the snniversary
cu.
SWA. Sec. 5; NX, SE'A, Sec. 8; N!4. Sec. of the date of the contract next following
8.
These boxes will be admitted WANTED Full details and descrip- 10; SWA, Sec. 11; KW'A. Sec. 12; T. 16S., t lie date ot tender.
R.
The
3523.58
acres.
35E., containing
to foreign countries free of duty:
tion regarding large cattle ranches improvements
value
consist of fencing,
The sale of land selected for the Santa
9.
Perishable articles should not in New
Mexico. No. 20. Care State $1325.00.
re and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
be sent.
will be subject to the above terms snd
Record.
GOVERNING
REGULATIONS
R.
16
S..
W'A. See. 7: T.
Sale No. set
conditions
that the successful bidIntoxicants Are Barred
R. 35E
There are der must except
containing 314.80 teres.
pav in cash or certified ex
10. The principal articles prohibit- WANTED M to 100 sections of good strar. no
of
SHIPMENTS OF THE GOOD
improvements.
land. Must have running water and
change at the time of ssle,
ing
ed are intoxicants of all kinds, poison,
the
price ottered by him tor the
ol it.
western new Mexico satSWk. WSEJs, Sec. 7; land,purchsse
Sale Na. ttt
four percent interest in advance for
CHEER THAT ARE TO GO inflammable materials including fric- plenty
isfactory. Will not sav fancv price, but E'A,
WJ4NWW,
SEXNW, Sec. 17; fi'A, the Dalance ol sucn purcnase price ana
sble to handle 50,000 to 75,000 acres. No.88
or composition which care
N'ASE'A, SEMSEM, Sec. 18; T. 16S., R. 37E., will be reauired to execute a contract pro
state Kecora, oanta re, n. aa.
TO OUR BOYS IN FRANCE; tion matches,
containing 1164.53 acres. The improvements viding for the payment of the balance of
may kill or injure another or damin minr ciihi
uiii purtnasc
age other goods. The Commanding WANTED
Information and terms consist of fencing, value $150.00.
LITTLE TIME LEFT
with interest on all
nual instalments price
'
Sal No. tit
General, Hoboken, New Jersey, will relative to ranch of 5,000 to 10,000
W'A, See. 4; Lots 1, 2, 3,
payments at the rate of four per
E'A
8.
6.
7.
SW'A,
4,
NM,
In
and
5,
S'A,
Sec,
5;
be
annum
cent per
cause every box to
advance, payments and
opened
acres with plenty of stock water
SEA, SWMSEM, Sec. 6; NEWSEX, Sec. 7; interest due on October first, of esch year.
1.
By agreement between the War strict search made to see that no- No. 16. State Record. Santa Fe, N. M SEA, NJ4SWU. SEA SW, gee. 8; WJ4, Sec.
The above sale of land will be subject
9; All of Sec. 16; K'A, WASH. Sec. 17; N54S54,
Department, the Post Office Depart- thing of an explosive or other danvalid
Sec 18; T. 16S., R. 38 E., contsining 4062.37 to
casements,
rights,
existing
ment, and Express Companies, the gerous character is loaded aboard WANTED Ranch of 8,000 to 10,000 acres.
The improvements consist of well, rights of way, snd reservations.
and
have
Must
New
good
icres.
ship.
General,
Hoboken,
grasi
Commanding
3 tanks and fencing, value 2700.00.
windmill,
11. Owing to the great demand on water. Will no pay any fancy prices
Jersey1, is designated as the forwardThe Commissioner of Public Lsnds or
All of Sections 1, 2, 3, his agent holding such sale reserves the
til
and ship- transportation space, patrons are No. 15. State Record. Santa he. N Sale Ne.
ing agent for the
17,
15,
14,
8,
11,
12,
13,
7,
10,
16,
9,
6,
5,
4,
in
pr!
malep
right to reject any and all bids offered
thpir
ment of all express and mail matter,
H'A. at said sale.
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27;
Possession under contracts
And Terms wanted on a good 18, 19, 20, SEA.
intended as Christmas presents, for packages as small as possible,
Sec. 28; All of sections 29, of sale for the above described tracts will
S'ASW'A,
10000 30
R. 34E. All be given on or before October first, 1918.
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, T. 12S
ultimate- .dlelivery !to the American ferably not exceeding 10 pounds in grazing tract of from 5000 to
Sections I. 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II,
weight, as we are advised that the acres anywhere in New Mexico. Will of
Forces
iixpeditionary
S'AS'A. Sec. 13; NNEis, SWMNEM,
12;
Witness my hand and the official seal
2.
.Wells Farirn & Comnanv is small boxes will be given preference not oav any fancy prices. If you have SASEA.
SE'A of the State Land Office of the State of
NWJ4SEJ4. SWA, S'ASWA,
from
me
let
hear
offer
reasonable
you
in
accommodate
to
in
SWA
order
Sec.
New
NJ4SEK,
14;
SWA,
with
War
SWA,
SA,
Mexico, this twentieth day of October,
the
shipment
heartily
with full information in your first let SE'A. Sec. IS; All of Section 16, 17, 18, 19, 1917.
number of persons,
e
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CHRISTMAS BOX

FOR SOLDIERS
MUST GO NOW

greatest
Department to facilitate to the great-thter. No. 78. Mate Kecord Santa he.
est possible extent the prompt move-- 1
In New Jersey Dec. S
ment- and. delivery
of. Christmas, 12. The shipment of Christmas WANTED To lease large tract of
Boxes to our Expeditionary Forces Boxes mav begin immediately on the land well located
and
abroad which includes the ambulance publication of this circular, and no 'watered for pasutre land. sufficiently
Northern
and aviation service taken over by boxes will be forwarded overseas New Mexico
Interested
op
preferred.
New
the !Army.
The special arrangee- which do not reach Hoboken,
to 50,000 acres. No. 17. Lare Mate
ments do not apply to shipments ad- Jersey, on or before December Sth, Record,
Santa Fe, N. M.
dressed to Red Cross, Y. M. C. A., 1917.
13.
The name and complete ad- - WANTED Have clients who are de
Knights of Columbus, or other ordress of both the consignee and:s;rous of purchasing ranches with
ganizations outside the Army.
Limit la. 20 Pounda
sender should bo written on a piece 'good range adjacent. Give particul-o- f
3.
All boxes shipped by express
paper or cardboard and enclosed ars as far as convenient in first
should be limited to twenty (20) within the box.
letter. No. 21. State Record, Santa
in
14. Because of the short time
N. M.
pounds
weight, measure not more
in
cubic
feet
than two
volume, be fore December 5th it is necessary
PERSONAL
of wood,, be well strapped, and should to give this opportunity for sending
MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me;
Tiave hinged! or screw top to faci- Christmas Boxes the greatest possiand moat successful "Home Maker":
litate opening and inspecting. No ble publicity. Agents will very gen- best
hundreds rich wish marriage aoon; strict
food products, other than those in- erally be able to secure the
ly confidential; most reliable; years ex
closed in cans or glass jars, should
of local newspapers. We want perience; descriptions free. "The Success
be packed in any such shipments...
all who have relatives and friends in ful Club," Mrs. Purdie, Box 556, Oakland.
4.
Boxes must be fully, correctly the Army abroad 'to know about California.
and legibly addressed and conspi- this service.
MARRY AT ONCE If lonely; write me;
will
hundreds of descripsend
I
and
you
IS.
All employes are requested to
cuously marked "Christmas Box." The
tions; congenial people, worth $1,000 ad-to
consignee's name, company, regiment give these Christmas Boxes especial $350,000;
seeking marriage; (Confidential),
or other organization, followed by attention. Careful handling and pre- dress, Ralph Hyde, San Francisco, Cat.
the words "American Expeditionary ferred service are. necessary.
We No. 127.
"t-Forces," should appear in the address, must do our part to insure the ARE YOU SINGLE?
Would you maras follows:
prompt and safe arrival at the front ry if suited? Let me find your
ideal.
absolute satisfaction; Many wealthy
CHRISTMAS BOX
From
wishing marriage; honorable conW. H. Smith,
fidential; members descriptions free;
Oakland Calif.
51 John
Mrs. CappeL Box-75- 7
Street,
-- No. 112.
St. Louis, Mo.
Private John W. Smith,
would
CAPITALIST, 41, worth $350,000,
Company "C," ,
Honorable,
marry working girl or widow.
No. 12.
253 Minna, San Francisco.
256 Regiment.
American Expeditionary Forces
Contents
WOULD YOU MARRY young widow worth
Books
Write P. O. Box 1912, Jacksonville,
$M,000
Fla. No. 113.
Clothing.
In, care
Tobacco
MEN! WOMEN I LOOK! valuable formulas
Commanding General,
10 cents. Charlie Reed, Spiro, Okie. No. 110.
Hoboken, N.
In the upper left corner the name
and address of the sender must be
placed as shown above. The contents of each package will be stated
on the outside by the proper wording, which will clearly, indicate the
general nature of the contents. The
address should be written or printed in hrk.
Cree tines Are Allowed
5.
In addition to the name and
address of the sender and consignee,
it it permissible to write or print
en the box; the occupation of the
tender and inscription! such- as
"Merry Christmas," "Pleas Do Not
Open Until Christmas," "Happy New
Year," "With Best Wishes." and the
like may be placed on the box1 in
such a manner as not to interfere
with the address.
6. All boxes must be waybilled to
Hoboken. N. J., at prepaid to Ho-

20, 21, 22,
34 , 35, T.

32 , 33,
containing 43,282.27
improvements consist of 3

23, 26, 27, 28,
12S., R. 35E.,

29, 30,

31,

acres.
The
wells and windmills, tanks, sheds, corrals,
house and fencing, value $7783.75.

All of Sec. 16, 19, 20, 21,
Sale No. tM
Sec. 29; T. US., R.
28, 30, SEJ4, SJ4SWX,
36E., containing 4067.72 acrea. The improvements consist of 3 frame shscks, barn, corral, well, windmill, tanks, troughs and fencing, value $1200.00.

P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.

ROBERT

First Publication October 26, 1917.
Last Publication December 28, 1917.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

-
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SECRET, SURE
of obtaining anything yon want; postpaid
AH of Sections L 12 B,
No. tit
for dime. Lida Smedley, 151 stiller. Brook-ly- T. Sale
All of
Sectioee va , 7,el a,
17S., . R.- a 1SE.,
No. 106.
man
N. Y.
a
p ,
ais-earc.
, 10, 11, 12,
is, ,
2J, 22, 23, 34,
EARLY MARRIAGE desired by handsome 18; All of Sections 19, 20,vrjy,
36E-- ,
R.
Lots
21
T.
to
35,
I7S.,
meana.
36,
Gentlemen
with
27,
34,
26,
25,
young lady
1
M. SWU. Sec 1. All
Los Angeles Cat
4. sruNwu.
60 write R. L Boa SM.
of Sections 2, a, I. sea., m. sen- -, wmm".rmm
No. 130.
.
iMancoeemcsits consist
The
tsossm
NAPOLEON'S TRUE PROPHECY
DO THE DEAD RETURN t HOW I FOUND of house, corrala, tsnks, garage,
Napoleon made this prediction: "I IT OUT
aad what meaae to Sake te find chicken-boust wells, wmeasuis, trsaeaa,
made the mistake of my career when it out for yourself. Send 10c silver. fencing, vslue $14710.09.
I had the opportunity that' I did not Psychic 1427 Holmes, Kaaeae- - City, Mo.
TM SWL Ree. 14: T. ITS.
am
twb
N.
move
from the No. 105.

the Hohenzollerns
throne of Prussia. As long at thit
house reigns and until' the red cap
of liberty is erected in Germany
boken, N. J.
, 7.
The Government will undertake there will be no peace in Europe.
Las
ChristCruces Republic.
the transportation of these

ia

..

had hoped to secure higher prices
from the wives, widows and orphans
of the soldiers who are fighting for
the freedom of the. world. New
Mexico State Record.

vertising - and apaaaleeaasat aad an costs
te the aale herein, end sack aad
ell of said asaeesste recast te deposited in
cask er certified exchange et the time of
eere, and which aasd amounts end all of
them are aebyaet te ferfeitnfe te the State
of New Mexico If the ossceeeefat Bidder does
net execute a contract withal thsrty days
after it has keen maisrdte Ike by the
State Lead Office, said teat reef te aseilds
iwcsdVntal

pnyaseatt of not leas tan . eaaMMrtteta
of aiaety-fiv- e
per cen of the pea
price at ear tinse after the- tele aad
re the expiration of thrrty yeas asm eate
R. 37E.. All el sec j;. wis, sec
M the contract, aad te pisiidii far the
L 2, SWXNl
MARRY AT ONCE. We at voe
Sec 5; Lots
else so at the
: WX? SEW7SX1
peraaeat of any unpaid h trans
poadeace with several thousand charming WlT See.
of thirty years
the date et
aad refined ladies who wish te marry, many NEX. See. 7; SX. NE: STflTWX, See. ;
em delened
with
the
sntrreM
contract,
worth from SLOW to $25,000 aad upwards. NX, Sec ,1 leys, sec in; isys, sec
The pajmtalo at the rate el one per cent pet
Particalare free. Address ARes Ward,
MS., R. I7E., containing l9Ut acrea;
improvementa ceaaiet of 1 Reels, I eet- - see eat payaaas an.
Valley, Neto. He. .

sis.

"'''

1917.

October,

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Laada,
State of New Mcaiee
First Publication October 12, 1917.
Last Publication December 14, 1917.

alt of
an'! which said iitttniiti1- are stitiject to lor l"it ur-lo tn- - Male
New Mexiro if the silco'-''l.ul'lrr ilftr.
tint . xccute a rnntract v.itliiri Ihiriv
it has
mail il te Itir.i l.y th
S'.-itin pro
Olfiv, Mid irml-i's.ile

tin

ni

(

vul-

tint the

-

tiin

ki- -

m:.

piircha--

t;,iu
payments nf not
'!! 'if
nf nini-tfive p.'.
price at any lime aipr th;

make

'hirilMll

"p
nr

!
prinr to thr expir.-iti.ithe ilate ni the contract, ;;ti
l.i tin.
'
nf
vide for the payment
aiiy i ':i'-iar-froance Bt the expiration of tl'. r'v
the date of thr contract vrh in
i.Test nn deferred p.'ynvir.s at th. i
four per cm fir annum. tiiv.''i'
ic
advancr on t lie anniversary ol 111. .'in ,,.
lie- contract,
..MM
partial paymrnls t
lie
l.tti ..!
on t lie annivernary of '!i
contract next following tin dat. ol ti ii.i.'i

The above sale ol lan.U will lie
to valid, existinn rirht, easements,
of way and reservations

'liiiei-t

rihf.

Thr Commissioner of Ttildic Land oi hi.
agent holding such salr resrrvcK the.11 nRht
sanl
to reject any and all bids offered
sale.
Possession under contracts ol sale
for the above described 'tracts will
on ur before October first, llu.
Witness my hand and the ollieial sea!
of the State Land Office ol the State ol
New Mrxico, thia Fifteenth day ol Novrm
ber, 1917.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State ol New Mexico.
First Publication Nov. 23, 1917
Last Publication January 25, 1918.

"

DEEREADS

" We mount all kinds of domestic
had wild animals, life size or heads,

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

ruga, laprobea, scarfs and
Tan ekina and buckskins.
Mount birds, fish and reptiles. Send
TORRANCE
COUNTY.
your; skins and birda hy express to:
George Hofbauer, Taxidermist.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands
409 South Second Street,
Sjnts Fe, New Mexico.
Albuquerque, New Mexico. No. 102.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND

'

BALE

Make

muff.'

Notice
is hereby given thst nursoani
to the provisions of sn Act of Congress
June 20, 1910, the laws of the
approved
Stste of New Mexico and the rules and
regulations of the State Land Office, the
AT A BARGAIN PRICE
Commissioner of Public Lsnds will offer ai
Public
Sale
to the highest bidder, ai
The Best quarter aaction in New
9 o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, January 8th.
1918, in the town of Estsncia, County ol Mexico
with Big Cropt all. over it
Torrance, State of New Mexico, in front Corn, Maize, Beena, Potatoet, Alfalof the Court house therein, the following
fa, Good 4 room heoea, Plesttr of
described tracts of lands, vis:

FOR SALE

water to irrigate, fine toil, in good
community. Plenty of thede. Big Orchard. Cropa go with tho farm and
$40.00.
water rights ara paid up. Cash deal,
dont try to trade. No. M.
Sale No. 134
SWXSWX. EXSWX, Sec
Noel L. Johnson,
36; T. 5N., R. 6E., containing 120 acres. There
are no improvements.
Hops, New Meaico.

-

Sals No. Ill
SXNEX, SEXNWX, Sec
T. 5N., R. 6E., containing 120 acrea. Thr
value
improvements consist of fencing,
36;

n- -

Sals No. MS
WXNWX, NWXSWX. Sec
36; T. SN., R. 6E containing 120 acres. There
are no improvements.

LANO FOR SALE

ISM ACRES TITLED LAND, nearly all enSals No. t3t
All of Sec. 36; T. 4N., R closed by fence, 2fl0 acres fanning land.
halance
grazing. Large house and other
6E., containing 640 acres.
Improvements
consist of fencing, value $500.00.
buildings wnicn cost over su.usr. xounp
orchard of 5 acres includes apples,- pears,
No bid on the above described tracta ol cherries, plums and other fruits. Plenty of
$21,500.00 with
land will be accepted, for less thsa Tea water and (rood water rights.
No. 108. State 'Recterms on part of same.
($10.00) Dollars per acre, which is the apN. M.
Santa
ord.
Fe,
in
therethereof
value
and
addition
praised
to the successful bidder must
for the FOR SALE FINE OLD Grocery and Bakery

pay

improvements.

All of Sections 31, 32, 33,
Sale No. til
PUBLIC LAND SALE
T. US., R. 36E., All of Sections 4, 5, 6, 7,
T. 12S., R. 36E.,
Sec. 17;
8, 9, 16, S'A,
SOCORRO COUNTY.
containing 6707.20 acres..,. The improvements
consist of 3 wells snd windmills, tanks and Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
be-!F- e,
$1592.35.
fencing, value
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
S'A. Sec. 15; All of Sec
Sale No. I4
is hereby given that pursuant
tions 22, 23, 25, 26, EH. Sec. 27; S'A, Sec. toNotice
the provisions of sn Act of Congress,
All of Sec. 34, 35, 36, T. 12S., R. 36E.,
33;
June 20, 1910, the laws of the
12.
approved
All of Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11,
NW,
Mexico and the rules and
Sec. 13; All of Sections 14, 15, 22, S'A, SWA, State of New
of
State Land Office, the
regulations
Sec. 23:
SEJsSEX.
EtfNEJs, NWJ4NWS4, Commissioner ofthePublic
Lands will offer at
Sec. 27;
Sec. 26; N4, NHSEX, SEUSEX,
Sale
the
to
Public
highest bidder, at
acres.
13,717.84
K.
T. 13S.,
36E., containing
December
A.
on
M.,
ten
o'clock,
The improvements consist of 2 wells and 18th, 1917, in the Town Tuesday
of Socorro, Counwindmills, tsnks, barn, sheds, corrala and ty of Socorro, State of New Mexico, in
fencing, vtlue $1780.00.
front of the court house therein the folof land;
All ot Sections I, 7, 11, lowing described tract
Sals Na. tli
SWXNWM,
SEKNEW,
12, 13, 14, NMNX,
No.
Sale
TM,
SEXNEX, WX.
NNEX.
Ail
Sec.
23;
SASA, NWXSWX, NEXSEX,
SEX Sec 25; All of 26 and 27; NX, SWX,
of Sections 24, 25, 26, 35, 16, T. US,
NXSEX, SEXSEX Sec 34; All of 15 and
33E. Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, NEXSEX, SigH.
All of 32, T. S&,
2; All of Sections J, 4, 5, 6. 7, NK. WX 36, Twp. 5S., R. 12W:
SWX. Sec. 8; NX, Sec. ,9; NX, NEXSWX, R. 13W., WX Sec I; All Sec 2; NX, SEX See.
Sec
10; NX Sec 11,
SEX, Sec. 10; All of Sees. 11, 14, WXWJj. 3; NEX Sec 4; EX
Sec. 17; All of Sections 18, 19;WXWX. Sec. Twp. 6S R. 12W., WX of 4; All of 5, 7,
27,
30,
16:
28,
29,
NX. NXSWX. SWX
All of Sections 23, 26,
8, WM, 9; All of
20;
6&,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, T. IIS... R. 34E., contsinSWX
c 17; All of 18 14.and 19, Two.
The
All
of
12,
acres.
R.
M, 17, 18, WX,
improvements
H,
13W.,
ing 21,515.11
consist of 4 wells, tanks, reservoirs, wind- SEX. SXNEX. NEXNEM Sec 19; All of
, 27, 28, 29:
mills, and fencing, value $11,000.00.
20; WX of 21; All of 22, 23, 24
NX, SWX Sec 30; Wyi, WXSEX, SEXSEX
All of Sections 13, 24, 25, SecV 31; iX, EXWX, SWXSWX.Sec
Sals
32;
All
Alf of Sec. IS; NX, All of 33, 34, 15, 36, Two. 6S., R.
36, T. 10S., R. 14E.,
Sec. 19; NX, See. 11; NWJ. Sec. 32; T. of 2. 1 and 4; EX 8; EX Sea. I: All of
10S., R. 15E., All of Sections 1, 4, 5, T. MS., 9 andlO; WX, NXNEX, SEXNEM,
SXSEJ
The im- Sec II : All of 14, 15, 16, Twp. 7S., R. 14W.,
R. 35E., containing 5045 86 acrea.
provements consist of fencing, value $750.0). containing 3192,42 acres. The improvementa
on this Isnd consist of house, wells, corrals,
SX. Sec. 18; All of Sec. fencing, valued at $14,150.00.
Sals Ne. I1T
19:
All of See. 30: NX. Sec 11: T. 17S.,
R. 1SE.. All of Sections 32. 36. T. 17S., R.
N, Kid on the above described tract
Jaa vul be accepted for less than
34E., All of Sec 2; T. I8S., R. 34E., con-lg- s
the
per eere wkses
YOUR LIFE STORY IN THE STARS. Scad taming 1814.81 acres. . The improvements - Three. Dollars
.van.snerees. Jtnw mm
wiuumiM
oi
wen,
consist
dime
lor
trial
date
aad
birth
reading. Janus,
xppraiasa tkvvaractaeMaafnl
1M0D.0D.
. tkmMm
hiddar asaeS- - T
729 roomers nace, Kansas city, mi
"
home
and No. III.
of all these reminders of
for the uwnravessewts tkat cadet em the
sees new ma
the Holidays for our boys who are
ah oi ses. , ars,
All of Sections 17,, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
15;
HANDSOME
worth
$95,000,
36,
our
to
have
WIDOW,
offering everything- they
Tke above- - aale of lands wfll be subject
SWX, WXNWX. SEXNWM, Sec 25;
lonely, will marry, B. Mission Unity, San EX,
terms and conditions,
All of Sections it, 27, 2$, 29, 32, 13, SX, to the foOowine
country.
No. 128.
Francisco, Cal.
.
Sec 31; T. ITS., R. 35E., All of Sections vfat
.
All
R.
T.
I7S.,
16E.,
22,
31,
21,
ID,
29,
TO FORCE HIGHER PRICES
PILES Everybody suffering Piles, Fistula, 28, Sections
M. 1
L EX Tne asMccaetet Wedev mast aar.ts) the
, 5. a. 7, .
Fisures, Ulceration, Constipation, Bleeding, - of
Government agents have found an- Itchine.
SWX. EX. Sec 19, V. MS., JR. 35 E., Comntissioaer of Public Laada, or his agent
for free trisl Positive Pain- NWX.
write
R.
36E.. hold ing aecb aale.
T.
MS..
5.
el the
e.
4.
.Wtinns
All
in
cold
other cache of eggs
storage Mess Pile Cure. S. U. TARNEY, Auburn,
acrea. .The impfevements price offered by him fee the land, toee
in New York city.
The value of Indiana. No. 114.
containing 21337.76
tor
balance
the
advessce
1
ia
interest
ner
cent
and
wells
of
windmills, pumps,
consist
this find was $1,000,000. Profiteers
tanks and troughs, fencing, value xaaasusa of sack pwrcaase price, the tree far adMETHOD
MAGIC WORDS

!.

,. s,nK and appraisement and all cosli
ncidental to the sale herein, and each
ill of said amount, must be deposited it
.,, or certified exchange at the time o-- m,
am ui.
i,u an
hem are subject to forfeiture
to the Stal.
,f New ltii.n ;i tt,
u:aa.. a- -.
....a(..l
not execute a contract within thirty day
4fter it has been mailed to him kv th- Mate Land Office, said contract to providr
hat the purchaaer tnav at hia ontinn m,k
of not less than
payments
if ninety-fivper cent ol the purchss.
price st sny time sftrr the sale and prio.
to the ex,.irstion of thirty years from dat'
if the contract, and to provide for th.
payment of any unpaid balance at the es
piration of thirty years from the date o'
the contract,
with interest on deferred
payments st the rste of four per cent pet
innum
psvshle in advance on the anni
erssry of the dste of contract, partial
to be credited oa the anniversary
payments
f the date of contract
next following th.
late of tender.
The contract will also require the purchssei
to make payment in full for any subdivi
sion of this tract on which be may csusr
timber to be cut, said payment to be mad-prito the cutting.
The Commissioner ot Public Lsndt el
Mew
Mexico, or bit egent holding net
ale, reserves the right te reject say aad
a'l bids offered at aald sale. Possession
will be givea the successful bidder epos
execution of the contract.
Witness my head and the official teal
of the State Land Office this 7lh oaf et

Business, established

since

1881,

doing an

per
average business of about $30,000.00
at invoice price, none but
Sals No. tJ7
SEX. Sec. 7: T. 9N., R month, will sellneed
Thos. 43. Aitken.
reliable
people
apply.
160
The
acres.
8E., containing
improvements
consist of fencing, value $75.00. No bid 215, South Gold Avenue, Dcming, N. M.
on this tract will be accepted for less than No. 118.
acre.

per
BARGAIN
IK sere farm for
HERE'S
Sec. 14; T ssle. Oil company active in neighborhood.
Sale No. 131
SWX, NF-X-,
Must sell. J. B.
R. 9E., containing
320 acrea.
9N
There Rargain if taken at M.--once.
No.
65.
No Proctor, Mills, N.
are no improvements on this trsct.
bid on this tract will be accepted for leas
and two quarter
ONE HALF SECTION
than $3.00 per acre.
sections, all good land, in Estancia Valley
Each of the above described tracta wft all, or any of the tracts, st $10.00 per acre,
one
third down, balance on long time with
offered
for
sale separately.
be
reasonsble rate of interest. Mo. 53. otate
The above sale of lands will be sub Record, Santa Fe, N. M .
ject to the following terms and conditions A CATTLE LOCATION on which you can
viz;
make a fortune. Good for $5,000 a year
more
Th RiirreRsfnl hidrler must OSV to the now, capacity can be increased and Good
Commissioner of Public Lands, or Ma agent range added to present holdings.
good
good
grass,
g.iod
water,
of the climate,
holding suck sale,
font location. -- No. 67. State P cord, Santa Fe.
price offered by bim for the land,heleace
N. M.
per cent interest ia advance for the
of such purchase price, the fete far ad
ACRES WITH FLOWING WELL, in the
la
aR
eoets
aad
vertising aad appraiaesnent
between
incidental to the sale herein, aad each aad srtesisn belt of the Pecos Vslley,
Arthur snd Artesis, $35.00 per acre,
all of said amonata mast be deposited ia Lake
house,
no
good
fenced
has
but
dwelling
cash or certified exchange at the time el
No.
rowing wr!l of pure artesisa N. water
ssle, and which aaid amonata aae ail at 54.
M.
Santa
State
Record,
Ft,
Stete
the
forfeiture
are
auhieet
te
to
thm
of New Mexico if the successful bidder does
Isnd at $10 per acre.
not execute a contract within thir'y days All1500 acresno deeded
waste lead, located west of
level,
after it hat been mailed te him by the
Improvements on
State Lead Office, said coatract to provtee Henley,all New Mexico water
and plenty ot
good, good
that the purchaser may at hit aetiee make place
150 head of catland.
it, mostly erasing
payments of not less than
40 hesd
of yearling
for
$75.00
cows;
tle,
of
the
cent
of ninety-fiv- e
perenaer
per
Wsnt to sell csttle
$35 all good stuff.
price at aay time after the sale aad prior at
No. 40, State Record,
to the expiratioa of thirty years from datr snd Isnd allN.together
M.
of the contract, and to provide for the Santa Fe,
"
paymeat of aay unpaid balance nt the exsoutheast of Tucttm- ia
jn
from tha date at
of
$3.00

t

thirty years
piratioa
tne contract, with saterest . ea oeicrree
payments at the rate of four per cent pet
annum navahfe im advance ea the eaei
versary ot tne date et coatract, partial
payments to be credited on the aaniversary
of date of contract next following tne date
of tender.

The above aale of leads is subject to
valid, existing rights, casements, rights of
way and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Laada oi
New Mexico, er hia agent baloiag ones
tale, reserves the right te reject assy aad
all bids oilerea at aasa sale.
Possessioa will be given the aeceeatfwl
bidder oa or before October brat, Ifla,
Witaess my head aad the official eeal
the State Land Office, thia Twenty
fifth day ol October. 117.
ROBT. P. ERvTaOt
Ccotsaiitieaer ed Pwe4M Laoda,
State of New Mcaiee
First Publication No umber 2, WIT,
Last Publication Jan wary a, VmX,- -'
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room from behind the silk hunglngs In

concerted movement that was alt
lithe slumberous grace. Wood-winmusic cnlled to them from the great
deep window.
They began to chant,
still dreamily, and with the chant the
dunce begun. In und out, round and
round, luzlly, ever so lazily, wreathed
In buoyant gossnmer that wns scarcely
more solid than the sandulwood smoke
they wafted Into rings.
King watched them and listened to
their chant until he began to recognize
the struln on the eye muscles that precedes the mesmeric spell. Then he
wrote and rend what he had written
and wrote again.
"What have you written?" asked ft
quiet voice at his ear; and he turned
to look straight, in the eyes of Rewa
Ounga, who had leaned forward to
rend over his shoulder. Just for one
second he hovered on the brink of
quick defeut. Having escaped the
Scylla of the dancing women, Charyb-dl- s
wntted for him In the shape of eyes
that were pools of hot mystery. It was
the sound of his own voice that brought
liiin buck to the world again and saved,
his will for hlra unbound. ,: '
'"Rend ft, won't you?" h,e'- laughed,
"if .you know, take tills pen and murk
(he. names of whichever of Ihose men
urc still In Delhi."
,
Rewa Gungu took pen and paper and
set a mark ngninst some thirty of the
names, for King had a mnnner thut
disnrtned refusal.
King began to watch the dance
ngaln, for It did not feel safe to look
too long into the Rnngnr's eyes. It wns
not wise just then to look too long ut
anything or to think too long on uny
one subject.
"Ismail Is slow about returning."
said the Rnngnr.
"I wrote nt the foot of the tnr," said
King, "that they tire to detain him
there until the answer comes."
n
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ness' sake and look occasion lo ailiiiire
tin man's slender wrist, that was
doubtless hard nnd strong as woven
steel, but ivas not much more than half
the thickness of his own. One of the
questions that occurred to King that
minute wus why this
youngster whose age he guessed at twenty-twor so had not turned his uttentlon
to the nriny.
".My height!"
The man had read his thoughts!
"Not quite tall enough. Besides
you are a soldier, are you not? And
do you right?"
Then, after u minute
of nil her strained silence: "My message Is f " a her."
Vnsininl?"
"Who else?'
King accepted the rebuke with a little Inclination of (he head. He spoke
as little as possible, because ho was
puzzled. He had become conscious of
a puzzled look in (he Hangar's eyes
and It only added lo his problem If the
Hangar found In him something Inexplicable. The West can only get the
heller of the Kiist when the East Is too
well-bre-

d

o

world war t'apt.
liiislun
he'gtiinitig of
Synopsis.
:
nnu.v and nl its secret service, Is ordered
Kiim of Hi'1 I'rMlsh !
Si ill ti :'
hiT In Khllijlin tn
dancer, nml go
In Iii'lh! In meet
Ji rsulci by spies In lie preparing fur II
(iiii'l llii' outlaws there
i
i
n his way In hclld K
foils 11 plan to
;
'jihad in' linl war.
if
Ilial Vasiniiii is alter liiin.
ami gets
assassinate
I

A

In-

c

we gel Abdul

Continued.

CHAPTER

II
2
niliiuli--

too.

I

wonder who he

Is !"

Still uninterested in the man who
Hyde was asleep,
Within tin
shadowed him. he walked buck to t ho
snoring prodigiously. Then Kin:,' pulled
ollice windowand wrote two teleout tlie knife ti u:i in nml slmlii'il it
was nf bronze. grams; one to I'.nniluiy. ordering the
:i
r. Tinhu'f an
with
tn Hie keen 'arrest nf AM Mirzn of the
with all edge In
miss nf a razor. The liilt was nf near- an urgent admonition to discover who
Ids man Abdul might he. and to seize
a woman
ly pun- gold, in tin- I'nnn nf
ti
"as sn ex- liiin as soon as found; the other to the
dancing. Tin- whole
I.
"iil.v station In tin' north. Insisting on close
quisitely wrought llial lip'
Sl.fleneil Hie lines, without ill till' ll'list coiifmenienl for Siiliman.
II looked like one nf
That being all the urgent business,
impairing
Ill he turned leisurely lo face his shadow,
lllnse Dreeinll lojs with w hu h K
women nf Nern's day stiihlied their ami lie- unlive met his eyes with the
liners. I'.llt Ihat was imt why 111' be- engaging frankness of an old friend,
coming forward with outstretched
gan tn whistle very softly m himself.
1' general's
hand. They did not shake hands, hut
he drew nllt
ii made a signal with his lingers
imckajc nf papers, with the photograph the
d lip. tn linld linth
that Is known to lint more than a dozen
oil til.' tnp. lie S
in
n
in all the world, and that changed
knife and papers close tn Hie light
Iksitualion altogether.
(he
It needed
"Walk with me." said King, and the
great Si l'tl'll nf llllaginalinii In surest a likeness between man fell into stride beside liiin.
die nnnnm nf ilie photograph and tin'
lie was a Hangar which is to say a
And
nlher. nf the gulden knife-hilllia.iput who. or whose ancestors had
in thi'ii. would
turned Mohammedan. I.Ike many
nobody, looking at
have dared surest he lacked InmgilM-linn- .
he was not a lilg man. hut he
looked I'll and wiry; Ills head scarcely
n sn anelelit clinic above the level of
II Hi.- knife had not
King's chin,
lliey might have heen portraits nf the although his turban ilislrncted attenmime wninan. ill the sniiii' disguise, tion from the fuel. The liirbun was of
Inkeii at the same time.
silk nml unusually large.
to
"Shiknew I had been ehnsi-t
The whitest of
teeth,
work with her. The general sent her gleaming
regularly under a little black
weird that I am coming." he iniillered waxed mustache betrayed no trace of
to himself. "There must have heen n lii'tclnul or other Hastiness. King was
.spy watching lit I'eshawiir. who wired not so sure Ihat the eyes were brown,
for this man tn Jump and he changed his opinion nliuiit their
to Itawal-I'ind- i
the train and go on with the Juh. Why ni'iir a dnzen times within the hour.
should she (I've the man n knife with
nice he would even have sworn they
tier own poll mil on it? Is she queen wen- green.
we
Well
shall
irf ll secret .society?
The maii was a regular Itangar
sec!"
of Hie type that can be seen
dandy,
lie lay hack with his head on the playing polo almost any day at Mount
pillow, and before live iniiiules innre Abu that gets into mischief with a
llllll gone lie "lis asleep. His lllolille grace due to
practice and heredity
fuel- ill repose hmked Uoiiian, for tilt' but that does not
manage Its estates
sun had tanned his skin ami his nose too well, as a rule, nor pay Its debts
In museums, where In a
Was aiiiilinc.
hurry.
sculptured heads of Unman generals
".My name is Iiewa Cungn," he said
mill emperors' sland around the Wall in a low voice. "I have a
message for
nil pedestals, it 'would lint lie dillicilll you."
to pick several that bore iimre than a
whom?"
faint resemhlaiice tn him. lie had
"Kroni her!" said the Itatigar, nnd
lireadlli nml depth of forehead and n without
exactly knowing why, or bejowl Ihat tent Itself to smiles as well ing pleased with himself, King felt exanil a throat that
as sterniy-sscited.
deicrfliiiMitioh in every
They were walking toward the stauiohled line.
exit. King hud a trunk check in
tion
and
ii
He slept like
hoy until dawn;
his hand, but returned It to his pocket,
ho nml Hyde had scarcely exchanged not
proposing just yet to let the
another ilo.cn winds when the train
overhear Instructions regardUiingar
I
screamed next day into villi station.
trunk's destination; he was too
was Rime. ing the
Then he saluted sillily
and too overbrimming
w ilh personal charm to be trusted thus
CHAPTER III.
early in the game, liesldes, there wns
that captured knife, Ihat hinted ut lies
rail'lielhi lmnsls n rolind
and treachery. Secret signs as well as
way stations, nil of them designed with loot have been stolen before now.
regard to war. so that to King lliere
"I'd like In walk through the streets
was nothing unexpected In the fact
and see the crowd."
that the train had drought him to an
He smiled as he said that, knowing
unexpected station. He plunged Into well that the average young Ita.put of
its crowd much as n man In the nmoil
good birth would rather light a tiger
might plunge into n whirl) I. The with cold steel than walk a mile or
station screamed echoed, reverberated,
He drew- fire at once.
At one minute the whole two.
hummed
walk, King sahib? Are we
"Why
a
Die
shook
of
In
thunder
liuihling
animals? There Is u carriage waiting
It
an
instant
later
grinning regiment;
her carriage and a coachman whose
hamfluttered lo the w roughl-stee- l
ears were born dead. We might be
s
mer of a thousand hnofs. lis led
in the street. Are you and
danced into fnnnalinn to invade overheard
I children, tossing stones into a pool
nf
Soldiers
trucks.
the waiting
nearly to watch the rings widen!"
every Indian ml'llary caste slond nliuiit
"Lead on. then," answered King.
the
hack
of
eiieh
everywhere. lowu
the station was a luxuriousOutside
ilalfm-iiin
Atkins
stood
long
Tommy
modern victoria, with O springs
ly
or
straight lines, talking
tunnelling and rubber tires, with horses that
groat salidwiches or smoking.
Thncpng his way in and oul among
the motley swarm with a great black
fheroot between his teeth and sweat
running lnM his eyes from his helmet-hand- .
A
:m King strode at ease
d
Imme
awake
ut
nnd almost .awfully happy, lie was
nnt in the least less happy heetmse
per.feetlv aware thai n native was following him at a distance, although he
did wonder. hvw the native had contrived to puss w itiiln the lines. At the
end of fifteen minutes there was not n
glib staff officer there who foiild have
him as to the nmnhers nnd
fles-tt-'
'inn' nf the fnree entraining.
"Kcrnchi !" lie toM himself, chewing
the lutt.of Ids cigar nnd keeping well
ahead of the shadowing native. He
ilid not have to return salutes, heonuse
lie did tint look for them. Very few
people noticed him nt nil. although he
was recognized once or twice by former tilpssnmfes. At his leisure In his
wn way. ffi.if whs devious nnd like n
string of miracles he filtered towrnl
the telegraph office. The native who
hnriTollriwed him nil this time drew
flower.' hTifhe did not let himself be
troUjMed by thnt.
JJtn, KitisiliW't proof of his Identity
to the telegraph clerk, who was a Hornl
to that Job that morning, nml a'lffi-- telegram was handed
to him at once. Itecausp.it wns wartime, nnd the ccn;nrship hod closed
m India like n throttling string. It
. "I Have a Message for You."
wns n.rt In. rode. So the Miraa All. of
the Fort. Bombay, to whom It was
to a viceroy.
addressed, could be expected to read would have done credit
The Itangar motioned King to get lo
between the lines.
first, and the moment they were both
Cattle Intended for slaughter, dispatched
coachman aet the
Bom hay on Fourteen down. Meet train. seated the Rajput
Will be Inspected en route, but should be horses to going Ijke the wind. Rewa
dealt with carefully on arrival. Cattle Gunca opened a Jeweled cigarette case.
Inclined ta stampede owing- to bad scare
"Will yon have one?" he asked with
received aorth of Delhi. Take all prethe air of royalty entertaining a
cautions aad notify AbduL
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"Let's hope

King rccepted a cigarette for polite

l.

cock-sure-

.

"She lias Jolly well gone North!"
said the Hangar suddenly, and King
shut his teeth with a snap, lie sat bolt
upright, and the Itangar allowed himself to look amused.
"She bus often heard of you," he
said.
"I've heard of her," said King.
"Of course! Who has not? She lias
desired to meet you, sahib, ever since
she was told you are the best man In
your service."
King grunted, thinking of the knife
beneath Ids shirt. Again, it was as If
the Hangar read a part of his thoughts,
if not all of them. It Is not difficult to
counter that trick, but to do It n man
must be on his guard, or the East will
know what he has thought nnd what
he Is going to think, as many have discovered when It was too late.
"Her men are able to protect anybody's life from nny Hod's number of
assassins, whatever may lead you to
think the contrary. From now forward
your life Is in her men's keeping!"
"Very good of her, I'm sure," King
murmured. He was thinking of the
general's express order to apply for a
"passport" that would take him Into
Khlnjan caves menially cursing the
necessity for asking any kind of favor
and wondering whet Iter to ask this
man for it or wait until he should meet
Vasmini. The Hangar answered his
thoughts again lis If he had spoken
them aloud.
"She left this with me, saying I am
to give It to you! I am to suy thnt
wherever you wear It, between here
and Afghanistan, y our life shall be siife
and you may come and go!"
King stared.. The Hangar drew a
bracelet from an inner pocket and
held It out. It was a wonderful barbaric thing of pure gold, big enough
for a grown mini's wrist, and old
enough to have been hammered out In
the very womb of time. It looked
like ancient Creek, and It fastened with a hinge and clasp that
looked as If they did not belong to It
and might have been made by a not
very skillful modern Jeweler.
"Won't you wear It?" usked Itewn
(iiingn, watching him. "It will prove
a true talisman
What wus the name
of the Johnny who had a lamp to rub?
Aladdin? It will be better than what
he had ! He could only command n lot
of bogles. This will give you authority
over flesh and blond! Take it, suhlh!"
So King put It on. letting it slip up
his sleeve out of sight with a sensation us the snap closed of putting
handcuffs on himself. Hut the Itangar
looked relieved.
"Thnt Is your passport, sahib ! Show
it to a ti i ii in ii whenever you suppose
yourself In danger. The ItnJ might
go to pieces, hut while Viirnlni lives "
"Her friends will boust about her, I
suppose !"
King finished the sentence for him
because It Is not considered good form
for natives to hint at possible dissolution of the
government.
Everybody knows that the I'.ritish will
not govern India forever, but the Rrit-iswho know It best of nil, and work
to that end most fervently ore the
only ones encouraged to talk about It.
Tor a few minutes ufter thnt Ilewa
Oungn held his pence, while the carriage swayed nt breakneck speed
through the swarming streets. King,
watching and saying nothing, did not
believe for a second the lame explanation Yusmlnl had left behind. She
must have some good reason for wishing to be first up the Khyber. nnd he
was very sorry Indeed she had slipped
ft might be only Jealousy, yet
nwuy.
why should she be Jealous?
It was the next remark of the
Hangar's that set him entirely on his
guard, nnd thenceforward whoever
could have rend his thoughts would
hove been more than human. He had
known of that thought-readintrick
ever since his nynh (native nurse)
to
:
him
lisp Hiiidiistnnee Just
taught
as surely he knew that its impudent
to sap his belief In
intended
use was
himself.
Til bet yon a hundred dibs," said
the Rnngnr, "that she decided to be
there first and get control of the situation ! She's slippery, and quick, and
like oil women, she's Jealous!"
The Hangar's eyea were on- - his, but
King wns not to be canght again. It Is
quite easy to think behind a fence, so
to speak. If one gives attention to It
"She will be busy presently fooling
those Afrjdls," he continued, waving
his dgnrette. '"She has fooled them
always,- to the limit of their bally bent
Tasmlnl plays her own game, for
amusement and power a good game
a deep game! Ton have seen already
how India has to ask her aid In the
Hills r She loves power, power,
power not for Its name, for names
are nothing, but to use It,"
!

Anglo-India-

h

g

Such men

How long huve you known her?" will help them to obey!
think too slowly to Invent deceit for
usked King.
Its own sake!"
The Hangar eyed him sharply.
toThe Afrldi enme and towered above
"A long time. She und I played
gether when we were children. It Is them, standing with gnurlcd bunds
because she knows nie very well thnt knotted Into clubs.
"Whnt Is thy nume?" King asked
she chose me to travel North with you,
when you start to find lier In the him.
"Isninll !" he boomed.
'Hills'!"
"Thou nrt to be my servant?"
King cleared his thront, and the
"Aye ! So' snld she. I um her mun.
Rnngnr nodded, looking into bis eyes
with the engaging confidence of n child I obey I"
"When did she sny so?" King asked
who never has been refused anything,
hi in blandly.. The billraan stroked til's
In or out of reason. King made no efgrent beard and stood considering the
fort to look plensed.
Just then the coachman took a Inst question. King entered a shrewd suscorner ut a gallop and drew the horses picion that he wns not so stupid as he
up on their haunches ut a door In a chose to seem. Ills eyes were too
hawk-brigto be a stupid man's.
high white wall. Hewn Gungii sprung
"Before she went awny," he anout of the carriage before the horses
swered n't lust.
were quite at n standstill.
"When did she go nway?"
"Here we are!" he snld, and King
He 'thought again, then "Yesterday,"
noticed that the street curved here so
that no other door und no window he said.
"Why did you wait before you anoverlooked this one.
lie followed the Itiingnr, nnd he was swered?"
The Afrldl's eyes furtively sought
no sooner into the shadow of the door
than the coachman lashed the horses Rewu Ounga's and found no aid there.
and the carriage swung nut of view.
Watching the Hangar less furtively,
"This way," said the Hangar over but even less obviously, King wns
nware that his eyes were neurly closed,
his shoulder. "Come!"
ns If they were not Interested.
The

fingers that clasped his knee drummed

CHAPTER IV.

on It Indifferently, seeing which King

It was a musty smelling entrance, sn
dark that lo see was scarcely possible
nfler the hot glare outside. Dimly
King made out Hewa Ounga mounting
stairs to the left and followed him.
When he guessed himself two stories
at least above road level, there was n
sudden blaze of reflected light and he
blinked nt more mirrors than he could
count. Curlalns were reflected in each
mirror, und little glutting lamps, so
cunningly arranged that It wns not possible to guess which were real und
which were not. King stood still.
Then suddenly, us if she hnd done It
a thnusnnd times before nnd surprised
tt thousand
people, a little
maid purled the middle pulr of curtains nnd said "Sulimni !' smiling with
teeth thnt were ns white us porcelain.
King looked scurcely Interested und
not at nil disturbed.
Hewn
hurried past him,
Ounga
tl rusting the little maid nside, und led
the way. King followed him Into a
long room, whose walls were hung
with richer silks than nny he remembered to have seen. In u grent wide
window to one side some twenty women begun ut once to make flute music.
Silken punkahs swung from chains,
wafting back and forth a cloud of
smoke that veiled the whole
scene In mysterious, scented mist.
"lie welcome!" laughed Hewa Ounga ; "I urn to do the honors, since she
is not here. He seated, snhlb."
King chose a divan nt the room's
farthest end, near tall curtains that
led Into rooms beyond.
lie turned his
back toward the reason for his choice.
On n little
ebony table
iibout ten feet nwuy lay u knife, thut
was utmost the exact dupllcn.te of the
one Inside his shirt, lie could sense
hushed expectancy on every side
could feel the eyes of ninny women
fixed on him and begun to druw on
bis guard ns a fighting man draws on
armor. There and then he deliberately
set himself to resist mesmerism, which
Is l he East's chief weapon.
Itewn tiunga, perfectly at home,
sprawled leisurely along a cushioned
couch with a grace thnt the West hos
not learned yet ; hut King did not make
the mistake of trusting him nny better
for his easy manners, nnd his eyes
sought swiftly for some unrhythmlc,
unplanned thing on which to rest, thnt
he might save himself by a sort of
mental leverage.
fllanclng along the wnll thnt fnced
the big window, he noticed for the first
time a huge Afrldi, who sat on a stool
nnd leaned back ngalnst the silken
hangings with arms folded,
"Who is thnt man?" he asked.
"He? Oh, he Is a snvnge Just a
big snvnge," said Ilewa Gungu, looking
vaguely nnnoyed.
"Why is he here?"
lie did not dare let go of this chance
side Issue. He knew that Rewa Ounga wished him to talk of Yasmlnl nnd
to ask questions about her, and that if
he succumbed to thut temptation all
would he cunningly
his
sapped away from him until his secrets, nnd his very senses, belonged to
seune one else.
"What Is he doing here?" he insisted.
"He? Oh. he does nothing. He waits,"
purged the Itangar. "He Is to be your
on your Journey to the
North. He Is nothing nobody at all
except that he Is to be trusted utterly because he loves Tasmlnl, He is
obedience! A big obedient fool
Let
him be!"
"No," snld King. "If he's to be my
man I'll speak to him 1"
He felt himself winning. Already
the spell of the room was lifting, and
he no longer felt the cloud of sandalwood like a veil across his brain.
"Won't
you tell him to come here to
'

allowed himself to smile.
"Never mind," he told Ismail. "It Is
no matter.
It Is ever well to think
twice before speuklng once, for thus

d

d

self-contr-

body-serva-

1

1

me".

Rewa Gnnga laughed, resting his silk
tnrhnn against the wall hangings and
clasping both hands about his knee. It
wan as a man might laugh who has
been touched In a boat with foils.
"Oh ! Ismail
be called, with a
voice tike a hell, that made King stare.
The Afrldi "eemefj to come out of a
deep sleep and looked bewildered, rubbing hi eyes and feeling whether his
turban was on straight He combed
his beard with nervous Angers as he
gaserl about hlra and caught Rewa
Onnga's eye. Then he sprang to his

r

feet

.

"Tome !" ordered Rewa Gnnga.
The man obeyed.
'
Rewa Gonga
"Did yon aeeT"
chuckled. "He rose from his place like
a buffalo, ramp first and then shoulder
after shoulder! Such men are aafet
Such men have no guile beyond what

King tricks the Rangar and
rescues some of Yasminl's cutthroats, whom he takes north
with him as grateful bodyguards.
(TO

BK CONTINUED.)

FIGUREHEAD

SEEN

IS

AGAIN

Makes Its Appearance on
Craft Resurrected as Result
of Cry for Tonnage.
In answer to the wnr cry for tonnage, n strange procession of sailing
vessels Is plying .up nnd down the
Ariierlcnn cotst these dnys. a company

n

Ivory-inlul-

.

of
craft whose noses
huve long been In the mud nnd whose
commercial vnlue seemed to have vanished. But now with brave front these
old relics are filling the needs of vessels nnd the brave front of the eighteenth century ship, with its heroic
figurehead. Is again seen in New York
harbor after many years.
The figurehead died hard among
other nations. As nn expression of the
poetry nnd superstition of seamen It
has lived sine thoi'Kgyptlnns nnd
Phoenicians decorated theLr prows
with the carved figure of an Ibis, n lotus, u phoenix, or sometimes n gigantic
id
eye, and then confidentFor
ly set sail under Its protection.
these thousands of years the figureThe Afridi Came and Towered Above head has been the seatnnn's god. He
bus trusted the figurchend no less than
Them.
his compass or his captain, nnd there
monkemistakes die stillborn. Only the
is not a sailor today of the old school
It
Is
y-folk
on
thrive
quick answers
who would not welcome Its return tp
not sol Thou nrt a man of many Inches modern vessels.
of thew und sinew hey, but thou
nrt n man
If the heurt withm those
Throw at Unseen Targets.
grent ribs of thine Is true us thine
On the common not 200 yards from
arms are strong I shnll be fortunute
the hutments there are' many queer
to have thee for a servant !"
earthworks where recruits In, the re"Aye!" snld the Afrldi. "But what serve battalion of the London regiare words? She has snld I am thy
ment are taught almost under, war conservant, nnd to henr her Is to obey !"
ditions, says the London Times. They
"Then, take me a telegram!" said are
given bombing practice In all Its
King.
different stages, and the mw recruit
He begun to write nt once on a
finds thut the hurling of a Mills Is not
of pnper that he tore from a letensy ns It looks ut first sight. First
ter he had In his pocket, transposing fis
of all, the men throw the grenndes In
Into cypher us he went along.
the open at n
murk, until
Yasmlnl has gone North. Is there any
reason at your end why I should not ufter some weeks' training they nre
follow her at once?
able to throw from the directions of an
He addressed It In plain English to observer with a periscope, who watches
liis friend the general at Peshowur, for the heads of the enemy to pop up.
nnd handed It to Ismail, directing him These heads are on a hinge, nnd may
cnrefully to a government office where appear in any one of a half dozen difthe cypher slgnnture would be recog- ferent traverses or emplacements. The
nized and the telegram given prece- observer has to be continually on the
dence.
alert, nnd the bomber must also keep
Ismail stalked off with it, striding all his wits about him, so that he can
like JUoses down from , Sinai hook- mnke bis blind throw as efficacious as
beard dig- possible,
nose hawk-eyflowing
nity nnd all, and King settled down to
gunrd himself agiiinst the next atApple Fruit of Many Uses.
tempt on his sovereign
There is no fruit that lends Itself
Now be chose to notice the knife to so many varied uses ns the apple.
not It
on the ebony tnble as Ifmay be evaporated or dried and
seen it before. He got up and reached kept uu indefinite period and then
for it nnd brought It buck, turning it cooked in much the same way as
over und over In his bund.
fresh fruit. There ore also many by"A strnnge knife," he suid.
products. The Juice is pressed and
"Yes from Khlnjnn," suid Rewa used according to its age and stages
Oungii, and King eyed him as one wolf of fermentntlon as sweet cider, hnro
eyes another.
cider or vinegar. The whole apple
"Whnt makes you say It is from and even the pnrings from the evapKhlnjnn?"
orators are used for apple butter, Jel"She brought It from Khlnjan caves lies, Jams, etc., and In recent years
herself! There Is another knife that the culls and cores from the evapomatches It, but that Is not here. That rators have been dried and sold for
bracelet yu ow wear, sahib. Is from $4 a ton for export to Europe and re-Khlnjnn caves too! She has the secret tuned to us later in tne iorm 01
of the caves !"
"imported wines."
"I have heard that the. "Heart of the high priced
Hills' Is there," King answered. "Is
Prickley Pear a Pest
the 'Heart of the Hills' a treasure
In Queensland the prickly pear Is
house?"
literally overrunning millions of acres
Rewa Gunga laughed. '.
land. All efforts to eradicate
"Ask her, sahib! Perhaps she will of rich have
the pest
proved futile. The rapid
tell you ! Perhaps she will let you
of the thorny plants and the imsee! Who knows? She Is a woman of spread
off so that
resource and unexpectedness let her possibility of killing them can
be utithe land that they occupy
women dance for you a while."
lized for farming or grazing purposes
Then
he
nodded.
and
got up
King.
so alarmed the government of
laid the knife back on the little table. has
as well as that of the comA minute or so later he noticed that Queensland,
Itself,, that scientists have
at a sign from Rewa Gnnga a woman monwealth
If rl
hnvrttovlnii
Kaax
s.u
III
IV of
UV is Invrtt-juJjc piCAlUg
?iuu; iha
left the great window place and spir- BtltucWlstn
arltli tha vlour nf A atrial no
ited the knife away.
for
and weans
ridding the coun"May I have a sheet of paper?" he waysoi
rulnons pest,
the
try
knew
he
for
that
another
asked,
fight
was due. .
for his
Famous Family of Preachers.
:
Rewa Gunga gave an. order, and a
Rev. Lyman Beecher, sometimes remaid brought scented paper on a silver tray, ne drew ont his own foun- ferred to as "founder- of the Beecher
tain pen,' and since bis one object was family," had seven sons who were
to give his brain employment he wrote preachers. . Beginning with the oldest,
down a list of the names he had mem- they were: William Henry Beecher,
orized In the train on the Journey from born in 1802; Edward Beecher, born
Peshawur, not thinking of a use for in' 1803 ; George Beecher, born tn 1809 ;
the list until he had finished. Then, Henry Ward Beecher, born' In 1813;
Charles Beecher, born in 1813; Thomthough, a real use occurred to him.
While be began to write more than as K. Beecher, born In 1824, and
a dozen dancing women swept Into the James C Beecher, born In 182&.
!
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TEXT-Psal- ms
TEXT-Bl-

ion I, and forget

ess
the Lord. O my
not all his benefits. Pa.

This Psalm Is man's response to the
goodness and mercy of God. It expresses the Joy and gratitude of a forgiven sinner as he worships before
Qod. There Is too much in this Psalm
for one to nttempt to set tt forth, so
we must be content to display some of
Its most prominent notes.
I. Man's' Entire Being Should
Praise, v. 1. The true worshipper praises God with every faculty of
his being; his intellect, emotion, desires, affections all unite in praising
Jehovah, The entire being responds
tn a song of harmonious praise. Some
praise God Vvlth their voices but not
tvith their hearts; some with their intellect but not with their affections;
some with their emotions but not with
their wills. That prulse which involves
the entire being alone is pleasing to
Sing-God'-

God.
II. The Benefits Granted, vv. 2-- The
Psalmist exhorts man not to forget all
God's benefits. Tills seems to be needed now us well us then, for most of us

nre better nt remembering our troubles
nnd adversities, our losses and our sorrows, than we nre nt remembering our
mercies und blessings. It would be a
good thing for some of us to keep a
record of the good things of life and
see that, after all, our blessings out'
We have more
weigh our burdens.
dnys of sunshine than of clouds, more
Joys than we huve of sorrows, more
hours when we nre free from pnln than
we suffer with pain.
If God were
as forgetful of us as we are of Him,'
life would be hurd Indeed.
(1) Forgiveness of sins, v. 3. In
forgiveness we are freed from the
curse of sin and Its blight and burdens
are removed. We are not only forgiven, but we ore healed of sin's disease ! not only freed from the burdens
of sin but of Its effects, so that we do
not go after the things of this world.
To be saved for heaven means that
we nre saved from the world.
We have
(2) Redemption, v. 4.
been saved by Christ giving Himself
as a ransom for our souls.
(3) Satisfaction, v. 5. When God
redeems, He so thoroughly renews the
man thut the good things which he
gets from God satisfy him. His blessings nre so real that he finds satisfac
tion In God. Men and women of the
world are reaching out after fleeting
things. They nre ever grasping after
something, but nre never satisfied. Not
so with the redeemed soul ; he finds
absolute satisfaction tn the things
which God gives him. Worldlngs may
be satiated, but God's redeemed alone
are satisfied.
(4) Executing judgment In behalf of
the oppressed, v. 6. He Is always on
the side of the oppressed. God undertakes for his own, and sooner or later
He will mete out justice to all. There
Is a reckoning day for the world coming. Those who have done evil shall
suffer loss ; those who have done good
shall be rewarded.
III. Attributes of God for Which He
These
Should Be Praised, vv.
attributes huve been displayed in God's
dealings with his chosen people.
(1) Merciful and gracious, v. 8. He
Is slow to anger and plenteous In mercy. An example of his mercy Is seen
tn the father of the prodigal son running to meet his son and kissing him.
A very little thought will make very
evident how God withholds his anger
and waits patiently for an opportunity
to extend his mercy.
(2) He will not always "chide," tt.
When God forgives he forgives
forever. Men say they forgive, but
how often they "chide" and "keep
anger." God has not dealt with us according to our sins, for, as the heavens are high above the earth, so great
Is his mercy toward them that they
fear htm. So really has God forgiven
us that our transgressions are as far
removed from us as the East is from
the West, an Incalculable distance.
(3) He Is compassionate and tender,
This reveals God's fatherly
vv.
heart. He fully knows our weakness.
He does not deal with us as though we
were strong. He knows how weak and
fallible we are through the fall. It la
consoling to know that God considers
our "frame"; He knows that we are
13-1-
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Mdnmional

"dust"

(4) His mercy Is everlasting, eternal,
Man Is at best transitory,
vv. 15-1but God Is eternal. The one who rests
his hopes In God Is eternally safe.

This should encourage us to lean not
upon man but upon God.
(5) God is gracious to those who are
In covenant relationship, v. 18. If we
would enjoy these blessings revealed
tn God's attributes we must be God's
children. His mercies are restrictive,
only bestowed upon his own children,
IV. A Call to All the Universe to
Since God
Praise the Lord, w.
Is such a wonderful Being, He should
have universal praise. His kingdom la
over all; his Lordship should have
recognition.
19-2-
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Complete Surrender.
Turn wholly from yourself and give
op yourself wholly to Qod with these
words, "O my God, with all the
strength of my soul, assisted by thy
grace, I resolve to resist and deny all
my own will, earthly tempers, selfish
views and Inclination, everything that
the spirit of the world and fallen nature prompt me to." This must be the
dally, the hourly, exercise of your mind
till it Is wrought Into your very nay
ture, and you feel yourself as
turned from your own will and
earthly desires as you are from steal,
big and murder. As soon a the soul
is thus dead to self, free from Its own
passions, and wholly given up to Qod,
happiness will follow. William Law.
habit--uall-

.

REAL WAR ISSUES
SHOULD BE KNOWN
Success Depends Upon Realization of Vital Interests That
Are at Stake.
NEED

LOCAL

ORGANIZATIONS

People Can Maintain Enthusiasm
Leagues in
Through Patriotic
Each Locality, Says James
M. Beck.

quired, and as a result, when General
Gage marched upon Lexington and
Concord, 10,0)0 minute men mobilized
at the gates of Bostoa within 48 hours,
an unitizing fact, when one thinks of
the limited populutlon at that time.
It was the work of the committees
of correspondence.
The committees
organized pach locality, appealing to
the man at his home, and thus a patriotic sentiment was developed which
made of this country a great and Independent nation. And so powerfully
did this impress Itself upon the master mind of Thomas Jefferson that
when he was ilvlnir on the fiftieth an
niversary of the Declaration of Inde- pendence he seemed again to remem- ber those days of stress and trial at
the beginning of the revolution, uud
was heard to cry In his delirium excitedly, "Warn the committees; warn
the committees !"
People Must Know Issues.
We will not make full progress In
this war until we can bring home to
the people to their very hearthstones,
that not only Is this as vital u contest
as any that America was ever engaged In, but that Is one that affects
the happiness, prosperity, and the lienor of the American people.
Remember the fine lines of the noblest hymn ever written for any nation In the hour of battle I meat.
Julia Ward Howe's Battle Hymn of
the Republic, and nothing In any literature has a more martial movement
than thut most stirring of all battle
hymns:
Ho has sounded forth the trumpet that
shall never call retreat,
He Is sifting out the hearts of men before
His Judgment seat,

STILL TIME TO

War Department

Will Transport
Christmas Packages for
Boys in France.

SAILING

DATE

Anybody can lead the "simple life"
If he has plenty of. money and all the
modern conveniences. It. W. Helms.

DEC.

FOR THE WHEATLESS DAY.

Official Statement
Issued by Post
Office Department to Eliminate

Confusion Regarding
ulations.

I

Reg-

There are many ways of serving the
ordinary cornmeal mush, but few realize the variations
may be enr- 1 which
rled out with It.
The custom of
packing hasty pudding in granite for
molding, cutting in
slices, and frying
it, Is so well known
and practiced that
It need but be mentioned.
A batter
pi ihllng similar to Yorkshire, but prepared from cornmeal is frequently
served with roast pork. Put a cupful
of n.llk, a fourth of a cupful of cornmeal nnd a half a tenspoonful of salt
In n double boiler until the milk and
meal has made a thick mixture. Cool
and stir In two
eggs.
Grease the gem pun well, allowing to
each pun a tenspoonful of the fat
from the roast. Iiake In a moderate
oven, busting occasionally with the fat
from the roast.
Corn Mush With Fruit. Wash raisins, dates or figs, and dry In n slow
oven. This softens the fruit and dry
It on the outside.
Add to the hot
mush nnd serve with sugar anil cream.
There Is no limit to the amount of
cheese to be added, anil It needs no
butter or cream to season It.
Buttermilk Cornmeal Mush. White
cornmeal cooked In buttermilk makes
a dish which resembles a cottage
cheese In flavor. It may be eaten hot.
but Is especially palatable served cold
with cream.
In cooking, allow one
part of cornmeal to six parts of buttermilk nnd a tenspoonful of salt to
ench cupful of cornmeal.
Cornmeal Mush With Pork. Cook
a pound of lean pork, part meat, part
bone, In a little water until the meat
may be easily removed from the bones.
Remove the meat, cut In bits, cool the
broth nnd remove the fat. Reduce the
broth to a quart, or add water to make
this amount, und cook n cupful of
cornmeal In It. Add the finely chopped meat, and season well. Pack In
a granite pan to cool. Cut In slices
to fry. Beef or any kind of meat may
be used In place of pork.
A cupful of soaked, shredded codfish
added to mush nnd egg, and made Into
balls, und fried In deep fat, takes the
place of the potato In the balls. Use
two cupfuls of mush to one of codfish.

By EDWARD B. CLARK.
By JAMES M. BECK,
Author of "The Evidence in the Case."
Washington. From all over the
United States queries come to Wash
Some weeks ogo It was my privilege
Ington concerning the exact rules gov
to make a trip to the middle West ut
ernlng the sending of parcels to the
the invitation of patriotic societies In
members of the expeditionary forces In
Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, ChicaFrance. Confusion seems to prevail
go, and St. l'aul. In each of these
everywhere. It Is due to a number of
cities I addressed large and representcauses, the principal one of which
ative meetings on the Issues of the
seems to be that the Instructions were
war. Four of these cities hud fin exsent out piecemeal and that some of
ceptionally large population of foreign
the first rules were amended.
birth or Immediate ancestry, that of
Here Is the official statement on
Cleveland alone aggregating, as I was
the subject which I have just secured
Informed, 75 per cent of Its whole pop.
from the post olllce department:
ulation.
As one who from the beginning of
Western Newspaper Union.
the war earnestly advocated the par
Gentlemen: In answer to vnur Inmilrv
with reference to parcel post packagea
tlclpatlon of the United States in the
me American
tor
Forces.
world war in defense of the basic
I bear to advise youExpeditionary
as follows:
of
I
answer
to
be
looked
be
civilization,
Hlin,
my
soul,
Oh,
swift,
rights
naturally
Parcel post for soldiers and civilian.-Jubilant, my feet,
connected with the American Kpcditinn-rwith great interest to the nature of
Our God Is marching on.
Forces In France, when carefully
the response which I might receive
and properly addressed, will be
from audiences gathered, in most cases
Is our soul swift to answer our packed
accepted by all postmasters for direct
a
our
to
hear
Are
discus
call?
feet
by public invitation,
jubilant transmission through the malls. Such
country's
slon of these issues.
to enter into this contest? If not, parcels may weigh up to seven pounds
for the soldiers and civilians
war Parcels
In
Is
This
is
in
there
the
middle
nation
If
then the
any apathy
peril.
connected with the American ExpedWest, these audiences gave no indi will not be a matter of months, and itionary Forces may contain anything:
sooner or later the mere patriotic sub- that Is admissible to the domestic parcation of it.
except perishables which may
So far as my experience and obser- mission to a political action of a gov- cel post
on the long Journey to Europe.
vation in those cities justifies any ernment will spend Its force. A people spoil
Parcel post for the American Expeopinion and I appreciate how dan- must have a definite enthusiasm if it ditionary Forces need not be packed In
ore I Is to give the best blood of its youth wooden boxes, but should be carefully
gerous such generalizations
In the strongest kind of pastefound a loyal and ungrudging inten- to any cause. You will not find that packed
board box to assure its safe arrival at
tion on the part of all classes of spirit until you reach the individual the front.
In addition to this parcel post service
American citizens to support their American and teach him that he has
to the troops, the war department will
country and its president in this most a vital and personal interest in this undertake
to carry Christmas parcels
for the American Expeditionary Forces
righteous war.
particular war.
provided such parcpls are sent "care
It was especially gratifying to see
Rule of Force Must Go.
the Commanding Oeneral. Port of Emhow the best of the American youth
Our people must be brought to real- barkation,
Pier 1. Hohoken. New Jerhad arisen with vigor and enthusiasm ize vitally and practically that this sey,"
and are packed In wooden boxes
to President Wilson's inspiring call to war involves the sacred principle of not more than two cubic feet In volume,
well
and with a hinged or
arms.
righteousness in International affairs, crew strapped,
top. Such Christmas boxes may
Much to Be Done.
the rule of reason In the common- be sent to the Commanding Officer, Port
Nevertheless there Is much to be wealth of nations, and that unless this of Embarkation, either by express or
the mails, and must not exceed
done If the interest is to be maintained be vindicated by a peace with victory, through
20 pounds In weight. The army will Inand America Is to play a large and all talk of the pacification of humanity, spect the contents of each box and unnoble part in the greatest of all wars. whether by The Hague tribunal or dertake Its delivery from Hoboken to
the addressee. The war department will
There are many ways of developing paper treaties or leagues of peace or receive
Christmas packages up to Dethis Interest, but I know of none that in any other way you please, Is all cember Gth.
Tours verv truly.
Is so well adapted to Its object as the rainbow phantasy and moonshine. UnOTTO PRAEOER,
plan proposed by Dr. Ellery C. Stowell, less there can be first established the Second Assistant Postmuster
Genera!.
the distinguished historian of Colum- great principle of right and reason
bia college, who some months ago the principle of law dominating soverParcel Post Limit Seven Pounds.
commenced to develop a patriotic serv- eign nations, a liberal civilization will
It will be noted that parcels weighGerWhen
earth.
from
the
ice league in his own congressional perish
ing seven pounds but no more can be
district The principal object of this many and Austria attempted to crush sent through the post office department
Observation more than books, experiwithor
without
Serbia
reason,
rhyme
ence rather than person, tire the prise
all the way to France.
league was to give the civilian an opGreat
out
for
discussion,
vfucajors. A. Ilronson Aleut t.
opportunity
The twenty-pounportunity to support at home the work
parcels which are
of his soldiers In the field, and the Britain, France, and Russia said, "Let Intended for Christmas gifts and which
results which followed Doctor Stow-ell'- s us reuson about It," and Germany said are to be delivered on Christmas day WHAT SHALL WE HAVE FOR
BREAKFAST?
"No!" "Then give us a little time." are sent by the war department from
movement In his own congressional district (the nineteenth of New "No!" "Then let us have a confer- Its port of embarkation at Hoboken,
To most housekeepers the first meal
York) were so gratifying that a simi- ence." "No!" "Then let us have ar- N. J. These parcels, which must not
lar local organization was commenced bitration." "No!" "Let us huve me- exceed twenty pounds In weight, can of the day presents the most perplex
The goIn the seventeenth district, and the or- diation." "No!" "Let us discuss It be sent to the address given in Hoboing problems.
In any way you please, by any expe- ken In any way that the sender
ing without hreakfnst
ganization has already made an exceldient you may select; you can have chooses.
has much to recommend
lent beginning.
It, It saves trouble, saves
Of course the post office department
It seems very desirable thnt in ev- Belgrude and occupy it as a hostage,
best has been handling the smaller Christfood, and often saves u
ery congressional district there should but for God's sake do not spill the Germas packages all the way through to
few more minutes In bed,
be such a patriotic service league, com- blood of the world needlessly.
You France, but in order to Insure their dewhich few of us need. As
posed of its best citizens, who will many and Austria said, "No!
the breakfast habit Is
unite to promote the objects of the will do our will or you will have a livery on Christmas morning It was
necessary to mall them by November
fairly well established in
war, to secure enlistments, to Interest universal war!"
most homes It behooves
If that principle of force as the 15. However, the fact that the mailing
the mnsses in America's vital stake in
us to start the family
the war. to combat sedition, to in ultima ratio Is to prevail, the world was too late for delivery on Christ
crease subscriptions to governmental will go back centuries, even to the mas day does not mean that packages
cheerily on Its wuy well
loans and the Red Cross, and in all cave dwellers; because, If you go back cannot still be sent by parcel post fed and happy. The overage Ameri
other possible ways to support the even twenty centuries, the law of Rome They can be sent any day In the year can breakfast Is a simple one, which
had at least something of justice and at the rate of 12 cents for each pound Is sensible, as few people are hungry
armies of America In the field.
War In Its actual operations has be of the obligations of law In Its main- sent, and this rate holds from what- In the morning nnd a hearty breakfast
It Is better fur to
come a matter of mechanics, ehemls tenance of the world's pence ; whereas ever point In the United States the Is unwise.
Is sent.
of a men) that bus not overtaxed
try, and Industrial organization, but In this case you have a brutal and package
fundamentally it remains, as It has primitive negation of any principle of How Package Must Be Addressed. the cook to prepare or the individual
always been, a question of psychology. right or wrong, you have simple the
Packages for the soldiers must he to digest. "No dinner however beauNo nation ever conducted a great war assertion that might, and might alone, addressed to the Individual, with his tifully cooked' and served, no fine raito a successful conclusion unless Its shall govern the affairs of men.
company and his regiment und then ment however costly and becoming,
can ever atone, in the memory of man,
Most 8acred Cause.
heart was in it For this reason a
must be added the words'"American
There never was a more sacred Expeditionary Forces." It Is not nec- for the wild and untamed morning
very serious work remains to be done
in this country, and that is to inter cause fought for since the world be- essary to add the name of the country. which so often prevails in the American household," says Olive Green.
est the American people, as lndlvldu gan than that for which France and
It will be noted that In the instrucals, In the causes and Issues of this Great Britain and their allies have tions given above and prepared in the The right kind of breakfast begins the
titanic contest and Its supreme Im hitherto so freely given the best blood second assistant postmaster general's day before as all good meals do.
Corn meal mush fried In n little fat
office nothing Is said specifically con
portance to the future of the United of their youth,
States.
I do not want to live In this world If cerning the kind of things which may Is going to be very popular among our
Not All United In 76.
this world Is to be dominated by bru- be sent to the soldiers and civilians patriotic families, it Is most nourish
tal force. Whatever optimism I might connected with the expeditionary Ing, and will take the place of bread
ex
condition
A somewhat similar
isted when our Republic was founded. have had three months ago I have not forces. It Is perfectly proper to send In n lurge measure. By adding
provided It Is properly wrapped. ped nient to the mush before
The great problem was to Interest the In the same measure now. I think
The reason sugar Is spoken of here moMlng It to cut In slices, It becomes
people of the colonies In the struggle. the Issue of this titanic conflict Is very Is
because there seems to have been still more valuable as food,
grap-That struggle has become such an epic doubtful. It Is a
s
There Is no reason that the
about It
that we are opt to think that all Amer- pie between the two great powers or some misunderstanding
must not be sent In arty clr- - Ing meal should not be varied in Its
icans had equal seal In defending the right und might ; but I want to say adconstitutional rights of the colonies. visedly and deliberately that If I saw cumstances. Neither must anything menu, as there are countless ways of
things In unconi
The fact unfortunately was to the con- clearly that the cause of the allies was Inflammable, except, of course, ordi serving the common
packing material, be included, mon ways. A hot bread will take the
trary. John Adams, long after the going down to defeat, that we were nary
waffles and griddle
revolution bad been brought to a suc- to be involved In that defeat, that we nor must there be any chemical or plnce of the toast,
cessful conclusion, estimated that at were to suffer Its grievous and burden- fresh fruit In the packages. Candy enkes are digested by the active child
some penalties, I would yet thank God can go If properly protected from as well as the older person, but are
the beginning of the struggle
for those who take litof the colonists wanted independence, that the United States went into the mashing up and ruining other things not wholesome
Jars of fruit properly tle exercise. When one feels slugd
were very much op- war and fell and suffered with the In the mall.
about
were righteous rather than It should re- sealed and protected against break- gish nnd stupid an hour or twe after
posed to It, and about
exeating breakfast It Is advisable to
In a state of opportunist expectancy, main neutral and profit by other peo- age can be sent Nothing of an
nature must be put into the eliminate the offending food. There
no
plosive
have
I
that
balregret
sufferings.
on
ple's
which
see
side
to
the
waiting
are those who Insist upon meat nnd
ance would fall. While Adams was we entered Into this war. There was parcels.
is necessary that the parcel post potatoes for breakfast, and if the famIt
and
one
a
for
proud
thing
only
a
faultfinder
and
chronic
something of
nation to do ; and I rejoice packages weighing up to seven ily are active enough to digest such
may have exaggerated, yet at the bewith all ber many disad pounds shall be wrapped so that the food well, there should be no reason to
that
America,
our
people
ginning of the revolution
we all
with
respect to her hetero post office authorities may examine change the habit, although
vantages
were no more of one mind than they
meat once n day Is plenty
contents:
The
rules
the
their
for
that
know
diversified
its
geneous population,
are now.
nnd we will be richer In
speaking conditions, packages which the war department for health,well
The great patriots of the revolution, geographically
In the above purse as
as health to eat less of
are
sends
given
explicitly
share
soul
her
to
hod
the
has
accept
men like Jefferson and Washington and
official communication.
It Is desired the more expensive protein foods.
Franklin, formed what they called of the burdens of a distracted civili to accentuate the fact that
As most people enjoy and are able
parcels up
"Committees of Correspondence" in ev- sation.
In weight can be sent to digest fruit well, a dish of seasonTo recur to my thesis, let a patri to seven pounds
ery different locality and thus they coby ordinary parcel post at any time of able fruit Is always a good beginning.
ordinated the work of different local- otic service league, under whatever the
but that Christmas boxes A bit of bacon as an appetizer, and
ities and, as the crisis developed, there name, be formed in every district, and whichyear,
toast to follow
are to go by the way of the war some crisp,
passed from community to community, then let the cry be, "Warn the com- department at the address given above a dish of cereal, a doughnut or a
through these committees of corre- mittees," for now, as in the past, will not be forwarded If they are re- cooky or two will be sufficiently satspondence, the Intelligence as to what "Eternal vigilance Is the price of lib ceived at Hoboken later than Decem- isfying for most people. Eggs and
was expected and what would be re- - erty."
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About Envelopes.
the ready turning within the tractor's
own length making it easy to handle
It Is said that envelopes were Ina load In tight places. The tractor vented during the early days of Louis
creasing kinds of mechanical horses can be
changed from one wagon to XIV of France. In 1660 M. De'Val-lye- r
la a .little tractor having only one
another quicker than a team of horses
established a private post and
wheel On this la balanced the
could he exchanged.
placed boxes at the corner of the
engine, the steering gear and
streets for letters Inclosed In envelseat for the
a comfortable
opes that were sold In offices estabDoubtful Penitence.
driver. The machine Is given stability
"So yon fonnd oat for yourself that lished for that purpose. It seems
by attaching the rear end of Its main
likely, however, that envelopes were In
frame to the front axle of the wagon It was wrong to flghtf
to be hauled. Among the advantages
"Yes," replied the boy with a braised use before this period because envelclaimed are great simplicity, the use eye and swollen lip. "It was wrong opes so used in France were special
Bat precisely
envelopes.
for dm; bat It was all right for the post-pai- d
of the power and the weight most
what year is marked by the first InvenMy la driving a single wheel, and other fellow.
tion of envelopes Is aalmowa.

Tractor With One Wheel.
One of the newest of the rapidly
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four-cylind-er
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omelet are popular us breakfast
dishes, are quickly prepared, and
when the price Is not prohibitive, most
commonly served.
"There Is no earthly ailment but
somewhere I'.o.l huth an herb for Its
healing," says a iiualnl writer. The
trouble is that we think the herb has
a haid. fore' yn name. We seek It in
far lands, but ut last, and It In our
own garden plot.
FIGS

FOR DESSERT.

rigs are one of our most valuable
fruits and when reasonable In price
should often Mud a place
on our tallies. As u confection those who are
not distressed by the
seeds, they are excellent,
especially so for people
of sedentary hahlls.
Stuffed Figs. Cut a
small slit In the stem
end of each lig and work
In two or more blanched
iiliimnds.
Another
well lilM'il is n mixture of almond
Paste, walnut and hickory nuts, to
which has been added enough cream
or orange Juice to hold the mixture together. A portion of the soft meat of
the fig is removed, using a pointed
spoon or knife, and the tig Is filled
with the paste. Press the
opening together and roll In granulated sugar.
This combination will be found especially delicious.
Figs cooked lender in boiling water
or fruit Juice, n little sugar milled Jitsl
at the end of Die cooking, are good
served cold with cream. Figs with
lemon or orange Jelly am) whipped
cream make n more elaborate dessert.
Fig Whip. Cook four or live tigs
until soft, iheu cut In small pieces.
Beat the whites of five eggs until dry:
gradually beat in three lalilespoonfuls
of sugar nnd n half tenspoonful of
salt, then fold In the whites of the
eggs and the prepared figs. Turn the
mixture Into a buttered pudding dish
nnd bake 2." minutes. Bake In u dish
of hot water with several folds of
paper under the baking dish. Two of
the yolks may be used with sugar nnd
n pint of milk.
To make a custard to
eat with the pudding, leaving three
yolks to use in some other dish.
Fig Paste. Chop very fine one
pound of figs anil a half pound of nut
meats r a mixture of equal parts of
dates, tigs and nuts, mix thoroughly,
dredge a board with powdered sugar
and roll the mixture into n sheet, cut
In squares and roll In the mgur. These
may be dipped in chocolate, making a
most delicious confection. The paste
may be packed in layers, li powdered
sugar, In a tin box, kept In a cool
place for weeks.

"in

mix-lur- e

lu the city schoolchildren arc

tuught ut school Instruct their elders
everybody knits but father,
und perhaps father knits, too. At any
rate, he might. If knitting proved as
fascinating and restful to the nerves
as women find It. Children who be
come expert In kniliing squares occasionally knit scarfs also.
Another thing that ihey are doing
will help the hospital units. All the
old scraps of linen, worn-ou- t
tabid
linen or bed linen. Is cut up Into small
pieces for making lint. These pieces
are laid on n hoard or kitchen table,
uud scraped with a knife blade, converting them into lint. Small knives
such as nre used for paring vegetubles,
or pocket knives, are used for the
work.
The linen must, of course, be
perfectly clean.
Other clean rags of white cotton urn
cut up Into small strips to be used to
stuff pillows. The strips nre less than
an Inch wide, ami may be frayed along
the edges.
They vary In length and
are used as a substitute for feathers.
These are all things that even the
smallest children can do. As soon as
they become expert enough nt knitting
Ihere nre other things to be made besides squares und scurfs such as eye
baiiduges.

prov-

ing how useful they can make themselves, doing g I work In which they
lire enthusiastic, und turning out quan-

so that

tities of comforts for the soldiers. The
supplies l hey make nre gutbercd up
by ugents of the Ited Cross, so that
the responsibility of the teiichcts ends
with the delivery of these supplies.
Boys und girls along with llremen
and policemen nnd "about everybody
else with tin hour to spare occasionThe children ure
ally nre knitting.
tuught to knit small squares of yarn,
to be set together to make coverlets
for the Belgians, or whoever else the
Cross may discover pinched by
the cold, where coal is scarce. Odds
und ends of yarn do for these squares,
and even the smaller children learn to
make them nicely.
The youngsters
like the work, and their teachers show
them bow to "cast on" the number of
urtlties required, which vurles a little,
according to the thickness of the yarn.
They are taught to make Hie squares,
with even and exact stitches, und ulso
how to take it oft' the needle when
The practice Is good for
finished.
them, for Ihey must undo the work
if u stitch Is dropped, ami knit it over
In some households children
Sgain.
Il--

Wh&tWell Dress
Uomeri Will

f

We spend our days and dollars on
the clothes
Our homes and hodles wear,
And then we pick up any sort of shabby vulvar thing
To clothe our thoughts although we
know
That matter Is Inferior to mind
Although we know that peace anil
joy
Depend upon our thoughts and their
expression.

PIES AND PASTRY.
flood pastry should be flaky, deli
cate and rich enough to hold Its shape.
Pastry making Is
an art nnd must
never be mnde
with u heavy
hand.

I.nril

shortening

or

used

should
be
cold,
flour us well as
water, so that the
crust will be cold
when it goes into the oven, giving It
more opportunity for expansion.
In
making pastry use six tnhlcspnoufuls
of lard to a cupful and u half of flour,
a half teaspnonful of salt, and Just
enough cold water to handle and oil.
If the fat Is cut In with two case
knives instend of being rubbed in with
the fingers, the pastry will he in ire
flaky.
Sour Cream Pie. Mix together one
cupful of sugar, one cupful of chopped
raisins, one cupful of sour cream, und
tenone egg well beaten, one-hal- f
spoonful eucli of cinnamon, nutmeg,

.of a tenspoonful
and suit,
of cloves and a tenspoonful of vinegar. Bake this filling In two crusts.
Pecan Pie. Cook in a double boiler
one cupful of milk, nnd a cupful of
sugar. Thicken with one tahlespoon-fu- l
of flour and the yolks of two
eggs, add the Juice of a lemon. Bake
a crust as for lemon pie, and when
done fill with a custard, adding a half
cupful of pecan nut meats. Cover with
a meringue, using the whites of the
eggs and brown In a moderate oven.
Apple Custard Pie. Add a cupful
of sugar to a cupful of grated apple,
two
eggs, one cupful of
sweet cream, and the grated rind of
a lemon. Pour into a pastry-linetin
and bake.
Date and Apple Pie. Line a pie
plate with pastry and fill It with a
mixture of chopped dates and tnrt
npples. Sprinkle over the fruit
of a cupful of sugar, a
of grated nutmeg, dot with
bits of butter and cover with an upper crust. Bake 30 minutes and serve
cold with cream.
h

well-beate- n

three-fourt-

No Rest.
Absurd Question.
"You look tired."
Beggar Pity a poor man with a
"Yes," said Mephlstnpheles, "I used
large family, lady.
Sympathetic Soul How many chil- to enjoy appearing occasionally In
grand opera. But now they work me
dren have you, my poor man?
Beggar Lor ma'am, how should I overtime In moving pictures."
know when I can't see 'em?
Modern Improvements.
Tm looking for an honest man,"
A Prudent Precaution.
"I can see James' hand In that pock- moaned Diogenes.
"You're
Nowadays we
et they struck In that mine."
"Then It's a good thing he didn't don't bother about a man's honesty,
nke his wife along, or it would have one way oi the other. We have bond
I
ing companies."
been her hand."

REFLECTING CHINE8E
Ho one knows why the odd suit
ihotvn above was christened by Its exhibitor nt n recent style show ns "Pocahontas," except thut the material It
Is made of Is In a light leather brown
i
n. "Fan
nnd has a surf nee like
Tan" or "Sing Joy" would fit It exactly and "Pittl Sing" leave nothing
to be desired In the wuy of n mime.
Its Inspiration bails from the Flowery
kingdom, as plain us day, and It does
credit to its origin. It managed to
help its designers to win the laurels
for originality und henuty of design In
apparel for ull hours of the duy and
evening and for all occasions that
happen lu the lives of women of today.
A glove finish material of wool,
which may have been velours, wus used
frock
to make the strnlght
without wulst line nnd the Chinese
coat that constitutes this suit. One
might question the origin of the slyle
In the dress but "China" is proclaimed
by every line of the coat. The lining
satin makes a facing
of
for the arms and sleeves with edges
finished with buttonhole stitches In
black yarn. An overcoat stitch of the
same defines all the seams In the frock
and outlines the pockets on the emit.
They have pointed flnps buttonhole,
stitched about the edge and fastened
down with a small flat brown button.
At the front of the body of the
frock, cutout applique figures in cloth
and needlework stitches form a large
medalliou in which white appears with
a little blue and red. A similar medallion, but much smaller, appears on
doe-sk-

INSPIRATION.

the upturned brim of the round turban, made of the same material as the
suit. Perhaps It Is these odd ornaments, that suggest
designs
of the Indians, thut led inndnme. the
designer, to call her effort by an Indian name; otherwise It Is simply a
mutter of poetic license.
The Pocahontas suit Is a diversion
in suits, for the woman who can have
sovern I kinds nnd carry off odd styles.
It is pretty nnd sensible, and altogether comfortable, but Is not presented ns u rival of the regulation tailored Milt. It belongs to n different order of things mid Is refreshingly novel.
head-wor-

one-piec- e

d

Gray Is Popular.
Gray is coming in for much attention in the new fashions. It is a color
that must be worn with aire but.
then, that Is true of any color if one
would wear It to advantage. It Is generally becoming to the young girl or
to the woman with clear coloring, but
even on other types it may be worn
successfully if a good deal of white Is
used at the throat and if color is Introduced only in the way of some brilliant Jewel or other ornament. Paris
this vear advocates the use of gray

Silk Underwear.
Much silk is shown in the new sup-

plies of underwear nnd many of the
trousseaux show all kinds of underwear ns well ns nightgowns mnde In
silk, cut on simple lines and finished
in tailored fashion. There is a certain simplicity about most of the new
underwear, as tills tailored finish suggests, but no matter how simple all
other garments may he, the
cnmesole, bodice cover, corset
cover call it what you will is elaborate. It is made of every fabric Imaginable, including much net and georgette crepe, and it Is trimmed with m
much elaboration as ever.
nnder-bodic-

e,

England employs 150.000 women as
clerks in government offices.
nnd black In combination and some
very striking examples of this color
have already reached
arrangement
this country.
Shackled at Hem.
Though many fur coats are not as
tight as the drop skirt that shows
from four to eight inches underneath,
here and there among the smart
models one finds a coat that IS
shackled at the hem, like man of ths
new frocks.

WORLDS WHEAT CROP
IS ONE PER CENT LESS
THAN IT WAS LAST YEAR

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal
.:..:..:..:..v.:...:...;....;..:..4..4..4.4.4. 4.4444.4. 4. 4. 4.

LARGE TRACT OF FARM
THIS COUNTRY SUPPLIES
LAND TO BE RECLAIMED
ONLY SMALL PART OF
IN NEBRASKA AND WYOMING
OWN WOOL SUPPLY

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

The U. S. Reclamation service is
The National Sheen and Wool Bu- Washington, D. C, Nov. 21. The
asKing lor proposals tor me
world's wheat is 1 per cent less than
successfully launched thru the
struction of 15.7 miles of main lateral untiring efforts of W, W. Burch.
it was last year for the countries
on the North Platte irrigation pro- editor of the American sheep indus4.4 that thus far have reported to the
ject, Nebraska-Wyomininvolving try on the safe and sane road of
International Institute of Agriculture
about
236,700 cubic yards of excavaFor The Y. M. C. A.
With the St.tte Tax commission in at Rome. Cablegrams to the derehabilitation. The bureau is unalL'ENVOl
W. T. I'riiclt. of Stanley, was a
in
tion.
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vicinity terably opposed to legislation preS::'ita I'e ttits scs'ion to pass on the value of
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bivuncss vi ;itor
partment of agriculture from the
is paintWhen
last
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picture
of
and
Torrington, Wyoming.
venting owners from selling lambs or
week.
private car companies, a institute, issued here, place the pro- ed and the tubes are twisted and M. Henderson a musical was given
Bids will be received at the office ewes, but is making feasible plans
large mmibcr of tlic company rcp- - duction at 1,775,000,000 bushels, Pro- dried.
at the Library hall Wednesday night
of the U. S. Reclamation service, for
F.ihnmlo M. Otero, of Los Lunas, res. ntalivcs have been in Santa I'"e duction of rye shows a 5.2 per cent
breeding ewes and ewe
When the oldest colors are faded for the benefit of the war work ac- Torrington, Wyo., on December 13, lambsenabling
to be turned back from the
Fe Monday on a bus i - this week,
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wns in
decrease, barley a decrease of 0.3 and the
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youngest
markets to those who are prepared
ncss visit.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos
All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Coal, Madrid 'Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Oranges
Peaches
Grapes
Apples
Vegetables
Sweet Potatoes
Celery
Leftuce
Egg Plant

WE HAVE THEM ALL
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Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits
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Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread
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